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Wlit a there la a mystery people believe
the worst.

CITY EDITION.

LA 8 VEGA8 DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY, JULY 18, 1912.

lif ense tee.
He said he was willing to
thov, lit U a good citizen by paying a
such an efficient
license "uow
city administration was in office" but
he must refUBn to pay tlie license fee
Mr.
in which he is in arrears.
said the possession of a license
tailed to give him any "protection"
and he thought he should be protect
ed if he paid out his money, being
averse to making expenditures unless
CANDIRUMOR HAD IT INFERNAL MA NORRIS OF NEBRASKA,
13 he received something In return.
NEW CITY ADMNISTRATION
FOR
FOR
WAS
SENT
TO
ASKS
DATE
CHINE
SENATE,
FOR
APTITUDE
SHOWING
Air. O'Byrne's remarks regarding the
' MR TAPT.
NEW
PRIMARY
their
to
of
failure
other
pay
persons
SPENDING MONEY
licenses brought forth a reply trom
Mr. Tamme, who said that the state- EEPUELICAKmi
TEST
CLEAN UP
was incorrect Mr. Tamme said ALLEN CFENEDTBE PACKAGE TO
$2,Co3
nieut
COSTJYER
bebeen
the matter had
brought up
"
fore and members of the council, by ASSISTNT SECRETAHY SAID TO SAYS SUCH ACTION WOULD GIVE
AMOUNT PAID TO JULY 6 IS V
eoneiiting his books, had been conHAVE FOUND SPLUTTERPEOPLE CHANCE TO APPROVE
646.35; OTHER AMOUNTS SAID
collected
vinced all licenses were
OR DISAPPROVE
ING BOM3.
DUE
BE
TO
promptly. The council took no action
In resard to Mr. O'Byrne's statement
that he would not pay back license
IT IS NOT
TRUE HE IS A SUPPORTER OF TEEDY
AUDIT OF BOOKS IS ORDERED fees, and the matter was dropped. SAYS
The mayor stated that Mr. O'Byrne
VMCAM-AGEDECLARES HE HAS BEEN CALLED
had furnished a team during the clean HE EXHIBITS PAIR OF
TAiwivit
CHARLES
CLERK
HANDS
TO
PROVE
ON THAT
It
tin
is
understood
AUTHORing campaign.
QUESTS COUNCIL TO
'
to substract from Mr.
wished
STATEMENT.
HIS
ACCOUNT
city
IZE CLOSE INVESTIGATION
O'Byrne's bill which amounts to $186,
the back license fees, which total
Washington, July 18. A circumWashington, July IS. RepresentaClerk about $71 This matter was not disAccording to the report ol City
stantial story of an attempt on the tive Morris of Nebraska, progressive
an
at
cussed by the council, however.
Charles Tamme, read last night
life of President Taft is being denied republican and a Roosevelt supporter,
city
It was stated by Alderman Quinn, vigorously today by White House of in a lttter sent
adjourned regular (session of themunitoday to John L. Ken
council, there was In the general
chairman of the police committee, that ficials and Chief Wilkie of the secret
of
nedy, cnalrnian 01 tue staie lc
6
balance
a
on
July
the cost of policing the city during service.
cipal fund
It wag said that a bomb ,.uuv;tu committee, asKS tor KnOn May 1, about the time the period before and after the
$214.74.
a package was received ottier senatorial primary in which his
in
wrapped
took
the present city administration
fight had Keen entirely met late .yesterday at the executive of- i epuulicanisin is to be tried and a
bala
office, the same fund contained
by the collection of licenses and fines. fices and" placed upon the desk of new set of instructions be voted to
ance of $2,312.36. The clerk's report He said the cost was about $406 and Sherman Allen, one of the White
candidates for Roosevelt and Taft
shows that between April 22 and July
that the Income from fines and li- House assistant secretaries, who has electors. He
exproposes that electors
$4,636.54,
6 expedltures have been
censes reached that figure, while $50, just been . appointed assistant secrefor both sides stand by the result. Mr.
which
payments,
interest
of
which had been secured from Jack tary of the treasury. The package
clusive
Norris made the proposal In reply to
will be
come from another fund. It
Curley in the form of a' license, had was, of course, intended for the presi- criticism iu his state and
adminpublished
the
city
that
been "profit" on the deal. ,The mayor dent, but packages and letters never
,M, therefore,been
demands that he support President
as
money
spending
has
said
istration
the following police appointments reach him without first passing Taft or
get off the republican ticket
and has got had been made, each man receiving $2
rapidly as It is collected
through the hands of a secretary, and
"1 am 4 believer .n tna recall," said
the
general
from
48
$2,097.62
with
man
for
a day: One extra
away
days, Mr. Allen opened it The report was Mr. Norris in
his letter. "I am willtwo extra men for 41 days, 3 extra that as Mr. Allen
fund in addition.
unwrapped the ing that it should ue applied to me,
of
the
6
the expense
men for 31 dayB, four extra men for package he discovered an infernal
bp to July
and if since my nomination my course
cleaning campaign has been $1,646.35 16 days, five extra men for 45 days, machine, said to have been charged in refusing to
recognize Mr. Taft as
amount
6 extra men for 12 days, seven extra with dynamite and. with fuse sputterand it is understood a liberal
the
nominee is unsatisfac
republican
account men for 10 days, eight extra men for ing which he quickly extinguished
has been paid on the same
to the republicans who nominat
tory
of
three days and 13 extra men on July with his hands.
sine that date. The expedlture
ed me, I am not only willing, but I
Mr; Allen emphatically denies the
this Uoney, it is authoritatively stated, 4, while a few extra police were emIt. is my duty to withdraw.
believe
neve'f was authorized by the council, ployed for a day or two after that Btory, as do all the other White Under no circumstances can I be instreet
the
of
of
Santhe
Chief
House officials.
Wkie
date. The mayor stated that the
the luayor and members
work ta "Fe railroad, also furaiabed ten men secret service, who is tharged with duced to Bur;xrt a man for office
"comf.fiTtee having ordered the
the for whom Jhe city furnished rooms guarding the life of the president, whose nomination I conscientiously
done. Altogether, it is estimated,
believe to have been obtained by rhe
erreet and yard cleaning campaign will and board at a cost of $83.35. Two. also denies it. It has always Peen the corrupt and unlawful methods which
over
reWhite
cist the taxpayers considerably
men also were here from Denver
policy of the Becret service and
I believe were perpetrated in the
The men employed by the ceiving their board and room. The House officials to deny publicity to
$2,000.
of President
atan
much
of
as
savors
greater number of the visiting police- any incident which
city n this work spent fully
Taft, and if my nomination or even
time cleaning up private property as men, though it was not so stated last tempt at violence upon the president.
my interest much depend upon such
was expended in cleaning and repair- night, attended, the fight, while the The story as published is pronounced support, then I
prefer to remain In
unfounded.
much
expense
arena
so
the
that
wholly
city police remained outside
ing the streets,
life."
private
reached
his
When Secretary Allen
Could hare been averted by Instruct- and watched the residence portion of
Norris
defeated
Representative
owners the city to protect property. It will desk'', at the White House this morning the police to force property
Brown In the primary race for senaon
as
denounced
untrie
work
havabsolutely
the
he
of
while
instead
seen
be
ing
the
their
lots,
that
city,
to clean
an infer- tor.
the streets could have been done by ing a neat sum ?n the treasury as a the story of having opened
for the presithe city. The city has ample power, result of the staging of the fight here nal machine intended
"under laws and ordinances, to force and the consequent granting of manv dent.
"The thing is a complete noax," he
to keep licenses and concessions, spent pracproperty owners and agents
not a word of truth
thoir property in cleancy conditon.
tically all of the revenue.it received said. "There is
1
not
a burn on my
have
It.
in
It.
the
showed
is
genfrom these sources, though
The report of the clerk
OF
froin extinguishing' the fuse."
hand
as
following
the
twice
conceded
in
that
be
to
many
erally
city's finances
untwo
out
held
Allen
Mr.
perfectly
absoofficers were employed as was
condition:
damaged members to prove his statelutely necessary.
Library fund, deficit, April
ment. The published story declared SLAYER OF LITTLE GIRL IN NEW
718.63
1, 1910, to April 1, 1912....$
Reports of City Attorney E. V. Long
YORK CITY ENDS HIS
he had. been burned putting out the
503.08
Park fund, balance
regarding the issuance "of sidewalk fuse.
OWN LIFE.
'
v,
2,226.53 liens and the
Interest fund, balance
right of the city to draw
Mr.
Allen,
"Moreover," continued
3,460.15 on the
Sewer und, balance
New York, July 18. The body of
general fund for the payment 'I do not open the mall. The whole
240.24 of
balance..
arise
fund,
that
deficiencies
might
Fire hydrant
any
1
Nathan
Swartz, whose father Informaoax
that
is such an absurd
214.74 in
General fund, balance
the sewer fund were read. Jude thing
ed the police that his son was the
statea
issue
to
even
intend
not
do
At the conclusion of the reading of Long stated that the law clearly states
14 year old Julia Conners,
ment denying it. I am disgusted. slayer of
his report Clerk Tamme requested the that the city not only may but must
was found early today on the fourth
can
I
all
That's
say.''
council to order an audit of the books. draw on the general f'ind in such
floor of a tenement house on Christie
.. H
stated that such should be done (cases. He said' the mony autoimtl'-- .
street. Swartz had committed suiconally would return to the General fund
cide by inhaling gas. The body was
ATTEL REINSTATED
by some person or, persons not
nected with the city government, for when the sewer fund, by collection
Albany, N. Y., July 18 The six identified by Detective Joseph Bren-natiie information of the council and the of the regular assessments, has reach- - months' ban placed on AbeAttell,
Mr. Tamme said his books ed sufficient size. Some of the mem-citizens.
Swartz had hired the room eight
champion, by the New
always had been at the dsposal of any hers of the new administration, not- York state athletie commission, was days ago under the name of Max
citizen or city official and some time ably Mayor Taupert, frequently have lifted today. The commission suspend Hirskowitz, from Max Kaplan. Early
ago had been gone over by two mem- complained because the administration ed Attell for alleged faking In a bout today Kaplan smelled gas. On invesbers of "the council, but that he would which retired last April transferred with Knockout Brown.
tigation he found Swartz m bed with
deem it the proper a.ction on the part $2,500 from the general fund to the;
the end of a gas tube that ran from
Judsre Long said such
of the council should a thorough audit sewer fund.
the middle of the ceiling tied to his
MOONEY DECLINES JOB
After Mr. Tamme's re- action is made possible by the. legisbe made.
Examination i,y, a hospital
mouth.
July 18.Granville W, physician showed that the man was
also
Washington,
requested lature in order to preserve public
marks Mayor Taupert
an audit, producing a communication credit and make securities neeotlabb? Mooney, former speaker of the Ohio dead. Written in lead pencil on his
addressed by himself to the council The city attorney stated that all assembly, has declined the post of as collar were the words:
to
making suoh a demand.
"l am guilty and insane."
that is required of the city in cases sistant secretary to President Taft,
Allen
of
succeed
P.
Vermont,
Sherman
Alderman Raynolds suggested that where property owners have failed to
There were several pieces of news
the council secure the services of pay for walks ordered in by the city who yesterday was nominated for as paper lying around and on one of
Robert L. M. Ross to make the audit, government, is to furnish the con- sistant secretary of the treasury.
these was written:
"I was sorry the minute 1 did it
and the finance committee was au- tractor with a Jten against the propSo don't cry for me."
thorized to consult Mr. Ross In regard erty. He said the city is not liable
GETS A PAROLE.
A letter was
found addressed to
to doing the work. An appropriation for the payment of any cash unless it
Seattle, Wash., July 18. George H.
of sufficient money to pay for the au- has so contracted with the man who ParHer, fiscal agent of the United Swartz's mother in which he con
r
dit also was authorized. It being the built the walk. After hearing the
Wireless Telegraph company, who fesses his guilt and tells her not
council
the
of
the
that
the
council
ordered
the
understanding
publica- was alleged in court proceedings to to cry her eyes out. Later Phillip
au'iit should be secured at the least tion of a proposed ordinance creating have cleared $1,350,000 by his opera- Swartz, a brother of the slayer of the
me dead man
a lien against the property of Mrs. tions, and was sentenced to serve Conners
possible expense.
James O'Byrne, a former alderman, McNary and Ernest Browne, near the two years In a federal prison has as his brother. Only a few days ago
was present and" was given permission Castle school building. Contractor T. been paroled from McNeill Island pen- Swartz's father Informed the police
to address the council in regard to li- W. Smith, on order from the city, itentiary. Parker is reputed to be that his Bon had told him that he had
censes. Mr. O'Byrne said he had paid built a walk in front of this property worth several million dollars. Chris- killed the Conners girl, to which the
no license for several years because severat months ago. He has been urg- - topher Columbus Wilson, partner of father responded that thera was
he was convinced several other perParker, Is still In an eastern peniten nothing left but for the son to commit suicide.
sons in the city were not paying the
(Continued on Page Four)
tlary.
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INSANE WOMAN HURT
N.

I

GETTING

AT

THE

July 18. Beraallua Soub&, an Insane woman, who
as bring taken to Las Vegas for
OF
BY confinement and treatment at the
state hoepital for the insane, sustained
a fractured skull in a leap from win
dow of the cutoff train, No. 811, last
nlgiit, four mile south of the city.
She had evidently attempted suicide,
MEXICAN INSURRECTOS PREPAR- and from reports from the local hos- POLICE FIND MAN WHO RODE IN
pital to which she was taken late last
ING TO LEAVE THE BORCAR FROM WHICH ROSEN-THAnight, will likely be succesfuk
WAS SHOT
DER CITY.
The woman was ordered committed
to the insane asylum yesterday at
Rowell .having been taken there JACK EQSE SAYS HE KIEED IT
WILL CO TO
OEAHS
JCASAS
from Carlsbad. She was In charge
of a guard and of a deputy serving
THAT PLACE WILL BE MADE PROundp Sheriff M. Cicero Stewart, of USED TELEPHONE AT TOM SHARVISIONAL CAPITAL BY
KEY'S SALOON TO MAKE
Eddy county, C. N. Jones by name.
SOLDIERS.
A short distance south of the city
BARGAIN
the woman expressed a wish to visit
the washroom that she might wash
HE
0"0ZC0 LIXELYJILL EET1EE hor face after ber long Journey.
EXONERATES
DECKER
The
and she went Into
consented,
deputy
'
COMMANDER-IN-CHIEAfter that she was LIEUTENANT OF POLICE IS 8AIO
OF REB- the washroom.
not missed until the train arrived in
ELS MAY GIVE UP HIS
NOT TO HAVE BEEN
Search was Instituted,
Albuquerque.
OFFICE.
PRESENT
and the washroom door found locked.
This was broken open, then an open
New York, July 18. "Jack" Rose,
Juarez, Mex., July 18. Activities of window and the ecarred paint on the
the citizens' vigilance committee or- window sill told the etory, eloquently wanted by the police In connecganized' to preserve order during the if mutely.
tion with the murder of Herman Ro
passage of the city from rebel to fedA searching party was organized, a senthal, the
gambler and Informer
eral control, led today to the report
special train of an engine and caboose against the police, at police head
that the lHsurrecios would evaluate secured from the Santa Fe here, and
Juarez wtihln 48 hours. The rebels the bunt for the
quarters today was Questioned for
missing woman be- hours
admit that they inteud to ahaadon gun. The train,
by Deputy Commissioner Doughcarrying Chief SpeJuarez, moving the garrisj-- 0:' 4t1 cial Agent Ben Williams of the Santa erty. Rose admitted, Dougherty said.
men here to Casas Grandes, 141 miles
that he was a passenger in the auto
Fe, Chief of Police Thomas McMillin,
mobile In which Rosenthal's murdersouthwest on the Mexican Northwest- the
and
several
deputy sheriff, guard,
ers drove to the Hotel Metropole, but
ern railroad, but have made no an
others, started south, running very
nouncement as to the time for their
said that he left It before the shooting
slowly that the searchers might scan
'
took place. '
proposed departure. The local vigi- both sides of the track,
thoroughly.
lance organization, however, was busy
Rose
himself
the
gave
up,
deputy
Four miles from the city the body
today preparing for a change.
woman was found, crumpled commissioner said, after the latter had
the
of
was
once
who
Juan W. Medina,
and bleeding from her fall. She was told "Brldgey" Webber, arrested yesmayor of Juarez, is in charge. It is
In the case, to find Rose and
placed on board the train, and a quick terday
expected that when General Huerta, run
to tell him to come Immediately to
made
back
to
where
Albuquerque,
"
the government commander-in-chieth
was rushed to St. Joseph's hospi- headquarters.
arrives in Juarez, he will respect the she,
"1 am positive" said
latLate
were
was
tal.
Dougherty
that
she
reports
neutrality of the vigilance body.
er "that I shall have the murderers nf
not
live.
and
badly
injured,
might
of
crew
The, fact that a dynamiting
A curious Incident of the trip up Rosenthal in custody before long and
rebels was 114 miles south of here at
I know who did the
shooting."
from
Carlsbad
was that at Belen, believe
Montezuma, today on the Mexican
Rose's
statement to Dougherty does
Central railroad had a tendency to while he was eating supper, some one
counteract the Idea of an immediate abstracted a suitcase, gun and com- not implicate Lieutenant Becker.
"t believe Hecker wan nilreiy ig- -'
evacua'tion of Juarez. It is believed mitment peper for the woman; which
Pascual Orozco will had been in the possession of the dep- norant that the murder was going to
that General
await the return of his detail of men uty. No clue to the identity of the take place," he said, i
Rose acknowledged he was In the
and the complete destruction of the thief has been found as yet
line
international
to
the
railroad up
automobile but not at the time the
before ordering the abandonment of
shooting tok place. He admits that
the town. General Orozco himself
he hired tbe car. that he tot some- PROMISED GOOD
will go southwest to Casas Grandes,
ooay to. telephone for it from Tnm
the new rebel capital and base, toSharkey's saloon,
in
Fourteenth
day. If the rebel general does not
PAV FORTESTIiiONY street Police Lieutenant Becker and
tne
of
chief
as
abdicate his position
Police Commissioner Waldo
appeared
at the city hall shortly after noon
insurrectos, as has frequently been
and
most
considered
is
reported of late, it
FRISCO NEWSPAPER MAN TELLS went Into conference with Mavnr
nor. the deputy commissioner
likely that he will go to some secludSOMETHING INTERESTING IN
would
ed place on the Mexican Northwest
not say whether Rose told" who else
DARROW
CASE
ern whencu his whereabouts or move
was in the car when the left It Af
ments could not easily be traced.
ter the examination Rose, who is
Los Angeles, Calif., July 18. Frethe
man who figured in the
There Is every Indication that the. mont
of
charges
San
Franciseditor
of
the
Older,
federals will move their main forces co
was asked only a half gamming graft made by Jtosenthai
Bulletin,
over
the
and artillery north to Juarez
against Police Lieutenant Becker, was
dozen questions on
Mexican Central railroad, building
arrested and taken to District Attorby District Attorney Fredericks
the road slowly, ust as they did on today
in the bribery trial of Clarence Dar-ro- ney Whitman's office where it waa
the way from Torreon to Chihuahua
The course of the prosecution expected he would be given another
City. Big government forces also are was a
distinct surprise to the defense. examination in connection with the
moving northwest along the Mexican Mr. Older
was asked concerning the grand Jury investigation into the
Northwestern from the city of Cht
time
he
furnished bail for John R. gambling situation. Police Comm!.
huahua, but they must contend with
sloner Waldo announced the suspenHarrington, when the latter was ar- sion of
burned, bridges.
Patrolman W. J. File, who was
in
rested
San Francisco for contempt
m the Hotel Metropole off
duty at the
of court in refusing to answer questime of the murder and
tion propounded by the Los Angeles
unsuccessfully
- TWO NOMINATIONS.
pursued in a taxicab the auto in which
county grand Jury. At that time, said
the murderers escaped.
Washington, July 18. President Mr.
Older, he and Harrington discussTaft today sent the following nomiIt was reported about the
ed
D.
the
visit
K.
of
to
the
police
Ingersoll
nations to the senate: to be registhis afternoon that the
headquarters
ter of the land office at Douglas, editor with what wa3 purported to be arrest of a
leading police official in
valuable evidence of the McNamara
Wyo Nathan Baker; to be receiver
connection with the Rosenthal Tiur-ddefense.
of public monies at Douglas, Harry
soon would take place.
v
"Ingersoll told me," said the
H. Price.
witwas
"that his wife, who
a
sees for the state, bad been promised
LA CUESTA MAN DEAD
a house and lot by the prosecution.
VALUABLE JEWLES STOLEN.
Ambrosio Madrid, one or the most
Chicago, 111., July 18. Jewelry val I thought at the time that Ingersoll
ued at nearly $25,000 was stolen from had been sent by Burns to Involve me respected citizens of San Miguel
.
county, died early this morning at his
sample carrier today on a crowded in the case."
street In front of the Silversmith Lincoln Steffens was called next, but home in La Quests. Mr. Madrid was
building. The Jewelry was taken from was not in attendance. John R. Har- - 10 years of age. He is survived, by
Patrick McDermott who was carrying rignton, one of the state's chief wit his wife, four sous and one daughter.
the same case for Jacob Levin, a nesses, denied that be had ever told A son, Lizardo, died a short time ago.
salesman employed by tne
Attorney LeCompte Davis that there Mr. Madrid was one of the stalwart
company of New York. was no ground for charges of bribery republicans of New Mexico. Though
The police department and several against any one connected with the he never held office, he was always
detective agencies were notified and McNamara defense and that no cor- one of the active workers. La Cues-t- a
has always been the strongest rebegan a search for the stolen Jewels ruptions had been practiced.
and the thief. .
H. W. Pohlman of Seatt e, business publican precinct in the strongest reagent of the Bridge and Structural publican county in- the state. This
Iron Workers' union, testified that is largely due to Mr. Madrid's hard
AVIATORS KILLED.
Harrington had told him there was work for the good of the party and,
18.
Lieutenno basis for the bribery charge as he believed, for the good of the
Leipsic, Saxony, July
ant Preusser, a German military avi- against Darrow. Pohlman was recent state. Mr. Madrid last evening beator, was killed here today as he was ly involved in contempt proceedings came suddenly ill. A doctor was
making a landing after a flight Tru for refusing to answer questions be- summoned from Las Vegas but before
machine turned over twice after it fore the federal grand Jury, in connec his arrival the sick man had died.
struck the ground. The airman was tion with' the
dynamite con The funeral likely will occur tomorrow at La Cuesta.
caught beneath the engine.
spiracy investigation.
Albuqufrqiw,
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Fight Will Continue
Festive cf Merger Plan
"I am glad that I rwclved a favorPenver, Colo., July IS. The direcable verdict from the government,"
tors of the
Qnin-csaid Rev. Mr. Williams, after he had
railroad have ordered an appraisebeen congratulated by many of his
ment of the physiral value of the sysfriends in the federal building. "I
,
tem, Including every Item from ties,
will continue to appeal to the people
spikes and bolts to cars, locomotives
and eevntually I believe we will reand terminal properties. That work,
ceive a favorable verdict from everyaccording to a report In circulation
body in Albuquerque Interested In a
following the visit of the Burlington
I don't think; for
clean community.
officials to thla city, is preliminary to
REV. WILLIAMS WILL NOT HAVE a moment that Albuquerque
wants SANTA FE PORTER IS SHOT IN a
big Increase In capital stork and the
ALBUQUERQUE BY HIS LOVTO STAND TRIAL FOR IMPROthe redlirtit"
of the Colorado and South-eabsorption
MAIL8
OF
ING SPOUSE
PER USE
syBtem.
The plan to merge the Colorado and
MONUMENT FOR "REBEL" DORR
Albuquerque, N. M., July 18. John
Albuquerque, N. M., July 18. The
in18.
Wita
R,
Southern
and Burlington Into one big
I.,
Providence,
July
L. Hunter, a negro train porter, is lycase of the United States vs. Rev. Her-moerectmonument
a
exercises
from Chicago to
system
teresting
extending
Gold
ing at the point of death in St JosP. William, pastor of the
Denver and from Montana to the Gulf
ed in honor of Thomas Wilson Dorr,
was
of
a
with
Church
wound
Christ,
eph's hospital,
Jagged
and Broadway
of Mexico, la said to have been quietly
the leader of "Dorr's Rebellion," was in his
brain, aaj his wife is in the
dismissed by United States Commistbs
started soon after tne Burlington acat
unveiled
By
ChepacheL
today
late
R.
a
with
county Jail
yesterday
Whiting
sioner H.
charge of murder quired the Colorado road.
of the monument the state ot
erection
hanging over her,' as the result of a
afternoon as the result of the prelimThe Hill road purchased from Ed
Rhode Island aims at a complete vininary hearing of Mr. Williams on the dication of the man she once con- family quarrel which occurred Wed win Hawley and associates, In Decemcharge of transmitting Improper mat- demned as a traitor because he nesday evening at 6 o'clock in the ber, 1908. a maloritr of the stock of
Hunter home, 216 West TIJeras road.
ter through the United States malls
the Colorado and Southern, for which
the restriction of the The
In the form of "The Doorknobber," a fought against
quarrel began at noon and ended it
owners.
to
pair $16,000,000.
of
property
suffrage
right
at 6 o'clock when Mrs. Hunter shot
periodical supported by the churches
Since then It is understood that
Wilson Dorr was born in her husband in the head
Thomas
tenderloin
the
to
with
a
bullet bankers
and devoted
fighting
representing the Burlington
thia city November 5, 1805. He was from a .38
evil. When the commissioner anHarrington and Richards have
educaot
man
a
quietly
gathered In all the Colo,
capacity,
property,
loud
was
no
were
There
revolver.
decision
there
nounced his
eye witness rado and Southern stock offered on
memAa
social
and
tion
position.
es to the shooting, but from the stateand prolonged
applause from the
the market and now control approxiber ot the legislature he started a pop- ments of both
parties to the affair, mately 90 per cent
crowd, mostly women, which packed
He
reform.
tor
ular
suffrage
agitation
there was apparently a scuffle to obthe commissioners' office In the fedThe plan which has been outlined
the old charter of Rliodo Is- tain
eral building. The government made opposed
possession of the run with which provides that the
limited
allowed
because
it
land
capital stock of the
only
the shot was fired. The scuffle was
Jt known that there would be no furbe Increased to an
will
Burlington
Its
retained
had
state
The
suffrage.
ther action taken against Mr. Wil- old
begun In the house and continued in amount sufficient to cover the prescharter, after the Declaration of the back yard. Mrs. Hunter
liams "at this time." The governfinally ent IsBue of the Colorado and Southand one of Its provi- seized the
ment was represented by Leroy 0. Independence,
weapon and shot her hus ern and that the latter
road's bonds
vote
could
sions was that only these
band just as he was
Moore of Santa Fe, and by his own
the will be absorbed
a
bond
by
$134.
worth
freehold
who
a
general
possessed
kitchen. Hunter fell on his- - face and issue of the
admission In the court room knew
limitaBurlington.
considered
The
this
people
bcame unconscious.
Policemen Gue
nothing about the case and submitted tion most
unjust and Dorr became vara, Galusha and Mains were attractevidence to prove Rn offense which
Lost and Damage Bureau
unwas the
ed to the scene by the shooting. Mrs.
was not the same as that mentioned their champion. So great
A loss and damage bureau. It has
war
in
Island
civil
Rhode
rest
that
Hunter was arrested by Officer Gue been
In the information lodged aaglnst Mr.
announced, has been organized
seemed imminent In 1841, at a mass vara and Hunter was
Williams.
taken to the by the Baltimore and Ohio. The
purin Providence, the suffrage
meeting
hospitalin an ambulance, where Dis- pose of the new bureau is to superMr. Moore stated that the governunder Dorr's leadership voted trict
party
ment would not prees the case "at to
Attorney M. U. Vigil, Chief of vise and keep records of occasions of
call a constitutional convention.
this time" and at his Instance the The convention was held and a con- Police McMIllin and Justice of the losses so that. In
with
Peace Craig later took an ante mortem
commissioner dismissed Mr. Williams, stitution was framed
shippers, vexatious delays and losses
all men statement. Mrs.
giving
Hunter admitted to Incident to
who was Immediately surrounded with
delay and damage to
the right to vote. Under this consti- Guevara that she had
shot her hus freight in transit
an eager press of people anxious to
may be reduced to a
tution an election was held and Dorr band and she
was removed tc the minimum.
congratulate him on the outcome.
Because of Illegibile and
was chosen governor. At the same time
Mr. Williams was represented by an election was held under the old county jail after being held for two improper markings many
shipment
Attorney Frances E. Wood of Mar-ro- charter and Samuel W. Kin;: was hours at the city Jail. Hunter Is a go astray and numerous shipments retrain porter running between
and Wood, who moved at once to elected governor.
main undelivered by the railroads,
and WInslow on thei Santa
quash and dismiss on the ground that
says the Chicago Post
Both governments organized in New
the complaint was not specific enough port in May, 182, and King proclaim Fe. Mrs. Hunter Is considerably oldEffort will be made to have shiper than her husband and was married
to inform the defense of what It was ed martial law, called out
pers appreciate that' their Interests
militia, before
tie
being married to Hunter. Mrs. are best
Charged with so that it could prepare and was recognized
protected by careful marking
by the national Hunter declares that the
shoring was and packing. If freight is found not
a derensS,
Dorr was arrested, tried
government,
culmination of a quatrel over a marked, so that destination cannot
Mr. Wood contended that the lit-- for high treason, found guilty and sen he
be
which she wished Huntrtr Id help determined
heme
it is sent to a central
formation did not describe the article tenced to lmprlsoment for life, but
nui'd on a lot which she had pur
point, where under the examination
allege to have been obscene or mde-cei- r was pardoned in a few years.
,
cbBsed.
of trained men connected with the bu
in violation of the postal regula- Though Dorr was ridiculed and desreau, the proper directions are
Vi6na, The commissioner ruled that
pised by his enemies his "rebellion"
ascertained and placed on the
the Information was sufficient and the made such a deep public impression
package and the shipment forwarded.
government finally agreed upon the that the principles for which he and
A record is
RAILROAD, "DOPE."
Issued of the "Doorknobber" of May- his followers contended were embodi
kept by the bureau of each
11 upon
which to rest IU case. ed In the constittulon of Rhode Island
package that is short or over, and the
"
" Postmaster
Crsr'wui'k, after ascertaining the con
R, W, Hopkins,; ' who not long after Dorr's arrest
Cleveland, O., July 18. The New tents,- is to learn whether such
to
as
testified
receiving the newspaYork Central lines are Inaugurating package is
reported Bhort or over at
pers at the postofflce, and Dr. C. H.
PENSIONS FOR MINISTERS
a plan for decreasing ths number of any station on the
to
railroad, and,
Carnes who testified
receiving cop18.
A pension plan accidents on the roads and in the
Chicago, July
so, to forward the lost article.
ies by United States mail carrier were adopted
the Northern Presbyterian shops. With this end in view, a se
by
Shipment often are damaged as
placed on the stand and asked a few church for the benefit of her
aged ries of committees are being appoln
of poor stowage In cars, impro
result
the
attorneys.
.questions by
and disabled ministers becomes oper- ed to make a thorough investigation
per packing to prevent breakage,
Mr. Moore suggested to the com- ative
today. The plan was agreed up- of labor conditions, shop and road rough
handling leaky cars and other
missioner that It might be well to on at the general
assembly of the practice and methods now in' vogue. causes.
t
Upon receiving a damaged
pics-enadius
of
number
the
ask
large
church in Louisville last May.. It pro Their reports are expected to bring
shipment at (any destination on the
to retire while he read portions of vides for the
payment of anuulties forth Information cj value which may railroad report is made to the loss
the article in the issue of May 11, al- ranging from $100 to $500, the amount he used for the Institution
of changes and damage bureau, with details as
leged to be indecent for transmission corresponding to the
beneficiaries' lessening the hazards of railroad to the cost of
damage. A copy of the
Wood
mails.
Attorney
through the
term of service.
work. The committees covering the
Is sent to the agent at the sta
.report
ladies
as
the
present
that
suggested
various fields of the system will make tion originating the
shipment In order
had all read the article and were fatheir reports to a central committee that the matter may be taken up with
miliar with its contents any request
which In turn will pass upon them the
shipper to prevent recurrence of
for them to leave the room would be
with suggestions to a general commit- the loss.
'
commissioner
and
the
unnecessary
tee composed of the New York Cen
asked the government's attorney to
tral officials and the officials of Its
Unload on Outside Tracks
proceeding with the reading of the ardifferent divisions.
Lincoln,
Neb., July 18. The recent
ticle which he did, thereupon resting
A book
netitled "Protection cl action of
the) state railway commis
his case.
Railroad Accidents" Is being distrlb
'
sion In ordering Union Pacific trains
Atorney Wood at once Stated that Tells How She
uted among all the employes, and the on
Her
Keeps
Its double track lines in this state
of
Issue
the article read from the
be made to Interest the to unload
Health
Happiness For campaign will
and load passengers on the
May 11 was plainly not the one menemployes In educating themselves In
outside of the tracks has caused conThose Who Take
tioned in the Information as being
the methods of accident prevention.
siderable comment among patrons of
mailed on June IS and moved to dis
Her Advice.
"Injure an experienced man and a that road. The order was Issued
fol
miss the case.
new man must take his place," reads
Mr. Moore, somewhat taken aback,
lowing a hearing on complaint of Lex
Mich."The new man to
Scottville,
-" I want to tell yon the Introduction.
asked to see the information, and ad now mucn gooa
u. lnkham'a Veg- - whom you extend the hand of fellow ington citizens, who asked that they
iyaia
be permitted to get on and off trains
he
had
submitted
the
mitted that
etaDleUompound and ship today may run a car over you
between the two tracks.
Sanative Wash have tomorrow."
wrong article. "The first I heard of
done me. I live on a
The commission in making its deci
the case," said Mr. ' Moore, "was
The increasing ratio of the injured
farm andhave worked
sion asserted that the1 rule promulgat
when I arrived on the limited this
very hard. I am and killed to the number employed ed by them in the matter is the one
morning, and I will say frankly that
forty-fiv- e
years old, by the railroads has induced the New followed
I know little about it. My duties,
by practically all of the dou
and am the mother York Central to
drastic meas ble track lines
of the country, the only
howevercompel me to go ahead with
of thirteen children. ures for education begin
and prevention of two
the caBe, however much I may be in
'
Many people think
being the Northwestern
excepted
it strange that I am fatalities,
clined otherwise, and I suggest to
and the Lake Shore routes. On the
According to the report of the in
not broken down
Union Pacific the eastboundV trains are
counsel that since we are here we bet
terstate
commerce commission during
with hard work and
ter go ahead with the case of the pa
the 'care of mv fam. the year ending June 30, 1911, 3.B02 operated on the south track of the
double line, while westbound trains
per mentioned in the information." ily, but I tell them of my good friend, were kiiied and
126,039 injured out of
are overated on the north track. The
Mr. Wood at once stated that it was Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- a total of 1,648,033
employes In rail- opposite condition prevails upon the
pound, and that there will hn nn' hunk- not the wish of the defense to cause ache
and bearing down pains for them if road service.
Among the ranks of two roads whose
rules permit passendelay and that the defense was quite they will take it as I have. I am scarcely the trainmen were found the largest
to unload differently. The operagers
willing to go ahead and tresh the ever without it in the house.
number of victims of accident, 1,218
tion of trains on the Union Pacirio Is
" I Will sav also that. T think W !a having been killed and
matter out.
in29,306
similar to the general country road
A recess was taken to prepare the no better medicine to be found for young jured, out of a total
employed of
rule of vehicles, which permits them
My eldest daughter has taken
Of
papers for procedure as agreed upon, gins.
a
total of 91,694 yardmen to
Lvdia E. Pinkham's VWptnhla fvm.
pass each other by turning to the
, 490
but when the hearing was resumed pound for painful periods and
were killed and 11
irregular employe.-while the Northwestern and
right
the government expressed its desire ity, ana u nas neiped her.
Injured.
The fatalities among1 Lake
metohd of operation Is
Shore
to drop the case for the present and it
I am alwavs readv and willino- - tn switchmen, switch tenders, crossing
the reverse.
was accordingly .dismissed by the speak a good word for Lydia E.
's
tenders, watchmen, trackmen and
Vegetable Compound. I tell every
commissioner.
is also unusually hlch.
one I meet that I owe mv health nnrf bridgemen
caswer ban
N. J. Gorham,
of
Members of the audience which happiness to
Comparative
illustrations of safe
medicine."
your wonderful
Woodvllle. Ga., had a very
...
Woodvllle,
T
T
n
and
filled the court oom to suffocation,
unsafe
mrs. j.u. uoiiNSON, scouvilie, Mich.,
railroad practice are severe attack of
kidney trouble and
shown, covering all departments of the Dains In his
especially members of the various R.F.D. 3.
kidneys and buck
Lvdia E. Pinkham's Vpirptahla ("Vim. work. They are accompanied by lists were terrible. "I got a bottle of n.
churches and of the Citizens' league,
made
from
roots
native
and herbs, of "don'ts" and advice, to the engin- ey KIrlnev Pills from our drueFist
were exuitani over tne outcome or pound,
contains no narcotics or harmful Amra
eers and firemen, trackmen, train and and they entirely relieved me. I have
the case and declared that the cam- and
todav holds the record of hpinof tha
more benefit from them than sriy otn-e,
station
paign against the social evil In this most successful remedy for woman's ills yard men, shop men,
medicine." O. G. Schaefer, Red
men
and other tmployes.
Cross Drug Store.
Known.
city would not be abated.
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Stylish, Desirable and Trustworthy Summer Merchandise
Now Marked at 67c and 50c on

BY

TRAMPS

The Dollar and Less!

E. E

MOORE'S LIFELESS BODY
FOUND ON TOP OF A TRAIN
AT GALLUP

THESE REMARKABLY REDUCED prices are on just the
foods you need now and will need ail through the Summer. If ycu
don't buy them now you will surely have to purchase them in
month or to
a little forethought now means a saving to you of
dollars.
many; many

Albuquerque, N. M., July 18. Edward E. Moore, one of the best known
trainmen on the second division of
the Santa Fe coast lines, was shot and
killed yesterday morning, his body
being found on top of a freight train
near Gallup at 2:20 o'clock by Conductor Downs. In Just what manner
the brakeman met his death is not
known. It Is known, however, that he
had some trouble with two tramps
between WInslow and Gallup and was
compelled to eject them from the train.
It Is believed that the tramps, after
being put off the train, got on again
and went forward and killed the
brakeman and then made their getaway. Brakeman Moore was on the
head end: When the conductor and
other trainmen failed to recelva sig
nals from the head end, an Investiga
tion was begun at once, it being fea?
ed that the brakeman had been the
victim of an accident A search was
made, with the result .that Conductor
Downs came upon the dead body of
his fellow trainman on top of a car
near the head end. The murder was
at once reported to the secret service
department and It Is quite likely
that a substantial reward will be of
fered for the apprehension of the slayers. The death wound was directiy
through the head and the Indications
were that the shot was fired from
behind.
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Women's Suits, Coals and Silk Dresses

HALF PRICE
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Wash Suits, Worth $1.50 to $7.00
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ANY HAN'S SUIT IN THE HOUSE FOR

30.00
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boatage to provide room for every
soul on board, women, children, men
crew. "We started," testified Director Sanderson, "to have a number on
board equal to the number of souls
the vessel carried, but we saw that
was absurd, so we reduced them."
pisj long as there are poats sufficient
to save managing directors while the
less fortunate pssengers are getting
drowned, what matters
With such a policy as that, now,
while tears are yet flowing for the
dead, can there be any surprise that
the Titanic was so miserably equipped. Being questioned a second time
whether In the Interest of public safety there should be (life) boat accommodation for every passenger and every member of the crew, Mr. Sanderson replied, "In the same interest
my answer Is that It is not necessary
and is not wise."
This announcement cannot but
cause a decided shock to American
travelers, however "7 complacent our
British cousins may be. If there be
any "absurdity" in sQ serious a matter, is it not rather that BritlBh
freight steamers must carry lifeboats
for double the number of men on
board; while a passenger ship Intrusted with a hundrod times as many
lives is allowed to leave port equipped to save but a fourth or a third!
It was offered In excuse that "there
are certain risks with going to sea,
which It is Impossible to eliminate,
just as there are risks in traveling on
land;" and Lord Mersey, president
of the commission, seconded Mr. Sanderson with "Quite right, every person who goes to sea, or for that matter walks on land, must accept some

"ABSURD."

Lifeboats are "not necessary," "not
wise," and "absurd," or at least a suf
fioient number of them to provide for
every passenger entirely overlooking
the crews is so considered tn the
judgment of Harold Sanderson, a di
rector of the White Star LIdo. And
this astoundins statement was not
made before the Titanic went down
but less than sixty days after the dis
aster. If there, have been any doubts
as to the necessity of stringent governmental control, they must now
fade away before such a policy as
this. And the remark was not an accidental word, carelessly dropped In
casual conversation ' bu the private
opinion of a man testifying before the
British investigating board as a dl
rector of the White Star Line. But
this is not the worst The same witness went, on to relate how, to appease public clamor, the Olympic on
her first westbound trip after the
great disaster did carry sufficient

risks."

l

in the street has 'some

The-ma-

choice, he can take the other side-ouse another street 'or wait until a
joy rider nas passed; but once on the
high seas he Is without alternative.
control the disposition of his
own dead 'body or even that of his
wife: The captain, whose wora is law,
can sew him in a sack ana dump him
Of course there is risk-ioverboard.
to
sea, which is precisely
going

the-safet- y

jto-preve-

George L. Hlgble, Manton, fclch.,
used Foley Kidney Pills for kidney
and bladder trouble. He says: "I s
find for my case no other medicine-equalFoley Kidney pills tor beneficial effect" They are a safe an

reliable medicine for kidney trouble-anrheumatism. Contain no harmful
,
drugs. O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross-Drug Store.
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the reason why steamship compasie
which have so little regard for
of their passengers should be
compel'ed to reduce that risk no j
That government haf snl'
can exercise such regulation 1 in- Questioned. If for instance ant'.'i
can ship attempted to land its piiB-r- J
sengers stricken with some terrible
e
plague at a British port wpuid there-bcannon
in
hesitation
using
any
such landing, If necessary T
"Lifeboats absurd!" That the Titan"absurd'i-onc- e.
ic could sink was also
of
absurdities
fancied
the
is
It
life that have made most of its greatest tragedies. As the hundreds 4t
brave victims slowly sank Into the
we
Icy waters of the North Atlantic
can imagine their last words
"Lifeboats? How absurd!" H. H.
Windsor in the August Popular Me"
chanics Magazine.

Capital Paid in

235,-84-

Pink-ham-

AND WASH SKIRTS

PARASOLS

HALF PHSCE

"Ed" Moore was well known in Albuquerque.
Only 25 years old, he
was a fine looking young man and
very popular with all who knew him.
Several months ago- - Mr. Moore ran
in and out of Albuquefrque as brake- man on passenger. For some time
he has been running on freight be
tween Gallup and WInslow. The de
ceased was a member of WInslow
lodge of Elks.
The1 Santa Fe railroad will put forth
every effort to capture the murder
ers of the young man and orders have
already been Issued to arrest every
tramp or suspect along the road from
Albuquerque to Needles.
LIFEBOATS

Lingerie and Wool Dresses, Wool Skirts and all Colored
Wash Goods, at

Caehler.
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HERO OF "THREE WEEKS" I5

extraction, but all his mannerisms
A
and tastes are decidedly English.
And my word! he is certainly a
good looking fellow, don't you know?
CITY Six feet two and
r
NEW
inches
tall, topped by plenty of golden, curly hair, athletic, manly In appearance,
Is Prince Paul de Clairaont in Russia, Preston 4rnott in Eng- with a well modulated, musical voice
land and Second Cousin, Once Removed, From the Duke of and all that just like the hero pictures by Mrs. Clytoa Glyn of
Norfolk He Points Out the Real and the Fictitious in the
House and Cheering, Harlow,
Sensational Book "Name of Heroine? It Would Never Do Essex, EnrJand. He has a- pronounc- j ed English
accot, carries a gold
to Have It Known, But She Was a Princess "
headed cane, wears a monocle, and is
altogether the. modern, well groomed
man. To these facts must be added
the
important Item of age. He was
WHAT IS TRUE, WHAT IS FICTION,
born In St. Petersburg, where his parIN MRS. GLYN'S "THREE WEEKS.''
ents lived for some time, Nov. 17,
The reputed "Paul" of Mrs. Elluor Olyn'g "Three Weeks" says
18S8. So he Is twenty-siyears old.
he
and
thus
ts
sepathat part of the. story truth and part fiction
told us, you ;now, that Paul
Elinor
x
rates them:
was

YORK

VISITOR IN

lie

three-quarte-

n

woman than it is for a man. Perfect
rot to be Puritanic lu tix'.t matter.
"Man Should Be Mister,
"Secondly, they desire to rule everything. It is man's place to be the
master. In every other country except America the men are the rulers
of the home. Here the womn dictate to their husbands. I very much
disapprove of all that sort of' thing.
The man's word should be law In 'the
home and he should also hold the

.

FICTION.
No such character as Isabella.

TRUE.

.

Description of the meeting
Scenes of the Btory.
She was very beautiful.
The dog and Ms collar.
The child.
Her death.
Paul's long illness.
Dimitry and VaslU.
Paul an onlv son.

Tiger skin episode exaggerated.
Heroine not the wife of a king
and her hair and eyes were not
black.
'
Paul was not English.
The time was more than "Three
Weeks.,'

Clemens, in the New
York World.)
The hero of three weekB has arrived. He has been In the city a
(By Mazie

E--.

fort-nigh- t.

Of couse there are and have, been
Pauls and Pauls. The name figures
prominently in history and literature. There was a Czar Paul in Russia, there have been numerous popes
so designated, and then there were
who
Paul Dombey, and the Paul
loved Virginia, and Paul Pry, and Paul
Clifford and good St. Paul and a lot
of others. But the Paul i have just
interviewed is not in the same category with the ones recalled. The Paul
I met and talked with declares he is
the Paul of that 'ather fvrvid, wlde-J- j
read Eleanor Glyn product, "Three
V eeks."
"It's bally embarrassing, don't you
kiow, to talk about one's self," he
8 ild when I asked him about his
with the novel. "I really
njust ask you to say nothing about
tiat tiger skin business and other
stuff. Mrs. Glynn and I have been
friends for a long time charming
woman and very talented, you know.
I a,so am well acquainted with Marie
Corelll.
-did Mrs. Glyn get the story?"
" (Vhy, very simply, Indeed. She was
on the scene when it all tocn place,
and besides, she knew the family of
tha woman concerned as well as my
own. Then she knew us both intimately. But I say. Miss, I cawn't
givii away all the secrets of the book
and' well, hang it all, I dislike to talk
about it.
"You know, Mrs. Glyn showed the
manuscript to me before it was published and I read It over carefully.
some things in
tf course there were
to have there,
care
not
did
I
that
jt
One of
jso Mrs.. Glyn changed tnem.
them was a too close lescription of
the persons concerned. My! It would
not have been very difficult to have
recognized them and it would never
do to have the lady's name known."
"More or Less True to Life." ,
"Is the story true?" I insisted on
n

"0"

knowing.
"Yes, more or less true to life," he
"made reply. "There is a far greater
amount of truth in it than fiction.
The woman was very beautltul. Perfectly wonderful! She was more; she

was intellectual. Her hair was a handsome shade of red, Just bordering on
e
the Titian, and she possessed a
were
features
Her
complexion.
Her eyes
!small and well chiseled.
were of a peculiar shade of green,
and the long green earrings she wore,
and which were mostly emeralds or
and
jade, were particularly becoming
brought out the green of the eye
more prominently. "As I bring to mind the Deautlful
can
picture that lovely face made I
see the sad look which always
around those lovely features.
Yet I knew there was courage and a
desire for happiness in all her actions. When she smiled It was a
van, sorrowful effort at trying to express a cheerfulness which was not
always with her. After I knew her
better she began to lose that sadness
and to indulge occas.onally in a hear- milk-twhit-

hov-ere-

d

ty Jaugh.

j

;

"Yes, she was distinctly Russian,
but; she was s not the wife of a king,
but the spouse of a crown prince, and
the' place where the romance took
place Is correctly narrated, as well as
the tragic fate which the noble woman met.
"It is impossible to find out who
they were. Of course, you know, there
are many tragic happenings in court
circles, and in some countries some
that are never known, feople disappear and are never heard of, and

things like that. Remember, because
the world does not near of them it doea
not mean that such things do not occur. Quite absurd to even think that
become known.
all court scandals
Rather difficu't rnl serious, I sin iM
say, to dare even mention some
things that one knows to be true.
Their First Meeting."
"it was about 7 o'clock on a very
delightful evening when the princess
and myself first saw one auotUer.
She looked so beautiful fitting alone
at her table in the dining room and
she was' dressed so wonderfully 1
could not keep my eyes from looking
In her direction.
But ii was her
eyes that held my attention. No
where have I ever seen eyes anything like them. Really, I try to make
up my mind to forget the past, but
while memory lasts I know I shall
never be able to forget those wonder
'

ful eyes.

"But there is one little secret that
I will tell you; it was a Jolly good
Idea of Miss Glyn to name hor work
'Three Weeks,' but in reality the ac- ualntance was a little over three
,

months.

,

"The tiger skin episode was greatly exaggerated, and I did not purchase the rug; it was a part of the
furnishings in the room whlcn she occupied."

"Tell me the lady's name," I !':sin- "You know Elinor does not
uated.
us
her
Christian name."
give
"It would be nuita "'npnssi'jla for
me to tell you all of them. My word!
That would upset things a tit. No,
her name Is a secret.
"My Queen Marie."
"But I can tell you .ne of the
names, and that one the name which
I called her; it was Marie
'Call me
Marie,' she said to me after we became acquainted, 'I like it, and no one
calls me by that name. Besides, 1
want you to have a name for me that
no one else uses.' Then 1 added to it
'Queen' because she was worthy the
name. 'My Queen Marie' was the
manner in which I addressed her.
There was no such character as 'Isabella.' She was put in to make the
narrative more readble.
"The princess was the first woman
I had over been even interested in.
1
positively refuse to mention her
death further than to say it occurred;
and the fact of my long" illness is
true also. 'Pike' was by faithful
dog 'Bullieboy,' and Jt is only, a few
months ago that he died. 1 feel that
I have lost a boon companion. I could
always take long walks with 'Bullieboy' and talk to him. He seemed to
understand Just what I said. I have
now another English bulldog, but
somehow I cannot become accustomed to having him around me
If Elinor told anything like the
truth about him this Paul is some
lover. And now we have his word for
it that he is; also that his Dlood is
very, very blue from an aristocratic
'

viewpoint.

"Prince Paul."
This Paul says he is Prince Paul
de Clalrmont in Russia. He has an
Preston Arnott, as
English name,
well. But he is Known to most people by his nom de plume, "Paul Allen." He declares he Is a second
cousin once removed of the Duke of
the relationship
Norfolk,
coming
through his mother, who was Princess
Blanche de Clalrmont. On his father's side he says he is related to the
Arnott family of Indian-Irisfame,
his father having served some" time
In the Indian navy, after which he retired to his estate In Ireland, where
he died.
Princess BHanohe .de Clalrmont1
antecedents were originally French.
In her husband there ran a trace of
ancestry. So Paul is of
Spanish
h

r

clined, well read aud have litoriry
ability. As for the color ot her hair
and eyes well, for the former . pre--'
fer Titian or blonde;, for the Utter
I like sparkling brown or hazel. In
addition to all these charms she must
possess a keen pseuue ot humor.
"I have been In nearly every country In the world and have seen all
types of women, but I consider the
Irish girl the peer of thejn all. She
wains well, her complexion is ciear
and beautiful, and she lias such a
wonderful figure. (Another feature
of the Irish girl is her lovely hair.
No matter what color it may be, It
Is luxurious and fine,
la Dublin, 1
think, there are the finest looking,
the best spoken and the most cultur
i
ed women In the world, i
j

purse strings and thereby curb the
extravangance of bis wife. One hears
here tba wishes ot Mrs. so and So
continually, while Mr. So and So Is
constantly granting those wishes, or
otherwise his life is liable to 'be
rawther unpleasant
Again, a man
should have a say In the social affairs
of the household; In fact, the husband
"VJhmt
Cr r am I"
and wife should have equal shares In
"Now I am going to tell you what
young.
everything. Rawther raw, you know, I think of the beauties of your coun;
On the little finger qf his left hand on a chap to come home tc find some
try. I really am of the opinion that
a very shapely hand he wears a one In his home whom he disapproves you have architecturally gone mad.
ring with a large oblong lapis luzuli, of or, who may be his bitterest en- Your buildings are wonderiul and the
beautifully shaded, and at lift ex- emy.
hustle and bustle of the people in
tremes are incrusted small' diamonds.
"Thirdly, there Is very little home New York la beyond description. My I
This belonged to Catherine the Great life In America. Domesticity is dread- what a
perfect scream it is to look
of Russia, he assured me, and. was fully lacking among the wives. They
electric advertisements one
the
at
up
In his leave their homes in the hands ot sees at
given to him by his mother.
turn! It's awfully amusevery
tie was a pin with a' coronet of others for attention while they go
clothes and men's
women'
see
to
ing
pearls, one of the gifts of the prin- gadding about town pn shopping expe- pajamas talked about oa large eleccess, he said.
ditions, to stroll, to look at the fash- tric signs. I find it Jolly rood sport,
ions or to attend ft matinee. One
Just Missed the Titanic.
you know, to walk down Broadway
"I came very near not being here scarcely ever finds the wife at home
and
just look up at these descriptions
at all, you know," the prince remark- mending or looking etter the various of wearing
apparel. Oh, no; we do
ed. "I had intended sailing over on little details which need attention in not have them In such profusion In
the Titanic, and a- - the last moment every home.
England.
Draws Line at
changed my plans because of a busi"I like the constant activity, but
ness appointment which I was unable
"Fourth, they chew gum. Oh I know not the terrible noise that is about
to avoid. My trunks and boxes, howperfectly well that they all do not do one here. And I notice that the peoever, went on the Titanic, and here 1 this sort of thing, but so many girls
or
ple do not get time to grow old
am minus a number of valuable be- are fond of gum that one cannot fail even to die that Is, 1 mean, to prelongings, among them soni6 family to notice It. it ia shocking and hor pare to die. Here most people die
jewels and pictures and my last writ- ribly vulgar. My word! How one In harness. Today they are at their
ings."
can chew and chew for hours without business; ' tomorrow they may be
Now, I am going o tell you some- becoming aware that they are dis- dead.
thing ot this young Romeo's career gustingly rude very likely to upset
Ruds and Slangy.
as he told it to me:
the nerves of those who see them, is
"Do I think Americans polite? AbWhile quite young his patents iiuJ rawther beyond my comprehension.
manners ar perand he became a ward in chancery Oh, I should certainly decline to ac- solutely not. Their
shocking, you
abominable
quite
Affectly
in
and was brought up
England.
company any one who chews gum, know. When I say 'thank you" to ne
ter graduating from Christ's college, whether It were a male or a female
who serves me or 'pardon me' whea 1
Cambridge, he took up his tavorlte person. Eating itself is not exactly a
one oa the street, and that sort
pastime, traveling. He car. speak six beautiful habit, but then how awful- JoBtle
of
why, they look at me as
thing,
languages, (French, Spauisti, Russian, ly disgusting is this' beastly habit
'
though they think me cracked mad.
Portuguese, German ana, of course, of chewing gum!
One morning while out walking with
auEnglish, and he Is a little of an
"Fifth, the last flaw that I see in a friend a
chap in pass"Crimson
written
too,
thor,
having
the American girl is her disposition
me
and
said,
'Pardon,
us
jostled
ing
Cross," a sketch; "Love's
Lyrics,' to go about too decoilete in the daystood and said to my comI
please.'
which
a
called
book
and
"Forgotten,"
time. It's bally bad taste;1 and be
panion, 'That's the first time I've
was a frank criticism of Australian
sides, one scarcely knows whether it heard an apology since I've been
women and provoked some censure. is afternoon, flr evening by glancing
here.' The fellow caught my remark,
Being a great lover of music, he has at the attire of the average woman. I
and made Jolly quick reply: 'I'm
of
classical
a
also made
specialty
like to see the collar low and com- a visitor in the states and have been
dancing and some months ago he ap- fortable looking, but there la a limit,
here but two weeks,' you know.'
peared in London with the Princess you know, and what mighttrtherwlse
Beat, eh? But I do not mean
Rawther
of Pless, Duchess of Westminster be common sense and comfort beto
criticise
you for your lack of manMrs.
and
TownBend
Marchioness of
comes shockingly bizarre and out ct ners.
You have not time to
not
My,
Willie James in a play called "His
placf,.
I know I shall
and
apologize.
stop
Wife," which
they performed for
Some "Nice Things" About Them.
when I 'am
same
myself
thing
do. the
charity.
"But," continued Prince de Clalr- here longer. I suppose I will push
Remember, I am na.rratlng all this mont Preston
Arnott Paul Allan,
and shove in the subway or any oth
on the prince's authority..
"there are numerous things about the er congested spot when it is neces
Dissects American Women.
American girls that I like. They are
sary.
Please state these
Prince de Clalrmont intenas to re- very chawming.
"But, you know, I have heard it reI
feel
that
main in. America for eighteen months, nice things or I should
marked that Americans use such an
during which time he will study the have not been fair.
abundance of slang. I purposely went
people with a view to writing iiia Im"Erst, their feet. Perfectly lovely; where I thought I would be likely to
so dainty, neat and small. They know hear some. I think most of it that I
pressions. They all do.
"I want to find out whr.i the Four how to. pick their footwear. And those
have heard Is rawther expressive, and
stockings and
Hundred thinks of the other peo- ravishing, Btunning
It is
by Jove! I like it. Of course
ple, what the. middle classes think f pumps which reveal the u. int." ankle. the way it Is sala. One expression
the society folk and to form my own Really, they are a delight to observe. that I dislike very much is 'different
opinions of both," he said. "Another
"Secondly, their hair. My word, how stunts.' That one is simply awful.
thing, I am so fond of music that 1 superb! It is so alive. In England the But the exclamations that I think at
in
should very much like to ge, togeth- hair of the women Is
tractive are many, among them 'fine
er a Cossack orchestra or banu and contrast. Perhaps it is because of the and
dandy', 'tickled to death,' 'putmake a specialty of Russian music sunshine here. Austrian, Russian and
one
over,' 'come across and 'I'm
ting
and old waltzes."
American women have the finest hair all over that.' The latter I heard also
"And what dq you think, of Ameri- in the world. Their ttyle of dressing
in South Africa, and I think It is escan women?" 1 asked.
it is distinctive. No two heads seem pecially attractive. But how awfully
"Oh, Bawther," he exclaimed. "I to be exactly alike. A curl here or one
vulgur 'cut it flut,' 'tie it outside,'
dislike to become horribly unpopular there. Oftentimes its very mussed I
always look around to see what
which I know my frank criticism, win appearance makes a piquant picture.
they want to put outside whenever
cause me to be. First ot all, remem"Third, By Jove! What smart con- I've heard that expression, which
ber, I am not seeking a wife please versationalists they are. Quick to see am jolly glad to say Is seldom, and
put the NOT In capital letters and wit, they are clever at repartee. One
what is more, I am not looking tor cannot spend a dull nour in the coman heiress. Oh, dear, no. In fact, I do pany of an American girl; it is imnot know whether i d marry en Amer- possible. Their personality is chawmican girl or not if I were, in search of ing and Individual.
a wife. Why? Well, because I think
"Fourth I admire their perfect
they ought not to go around every poise and their athletic tendencies.
place with their husbands. I approve They ride well, walk with the apWomen who bear children and ro
of them being chummy anav all that, pearance of health and strength, and main healthy are those who prepare
but I think the American girl is en- have adorable backs.
their systems In advance ol baby's
Unless the mother aids
tirely too exacting. By jove! They
"Fifth, Their wonderful, well pre- coming.
work the crisis
want the man at home all the time served teeth are a great attraction. nature in Its
that he is not downtown making dol- It is such a pleasure to watch them finds her system unequal to the deIs often
lars. That is horribly unfair. He talk and to observe .the whiteness and mands made upon It, and she
weakened health or chronic
should have his nights with Mb regularity of the teet. Nowhere that left with
ailments. No remedy Is so truly a
friends and at the club. Oh, dear, no! I have traveled have I noticed such hnlD to nature as Mother's Friend,
There should not be any stipulated perfect white teeth or such lovely and no expectant mother should fall
'
No set rules should be mouths."
to use It It relieves tne pain ana
evenings.
rllRfnmfort caused by the strain on
made like one treats- - one's servants.
Now, girls, see. how many of you
makes pliant and elas
A clever woman never asks questions possess the combined
attributes the ligaments,
tic those fibres and muscles wmcn
hi's
of her husband. Half the divorces and which this Paul considers
Ideal nature Is
expanding, prevents numb-tipB- u
separations- are because the women girl must possess.
nf limbs, and soothes the Inflam
are not clever. After all, it is rawther
Here is what he told me in, reply mation of breast glands. The system
tough on a fellow, you know, to hus- to my question, "What is you ideal being thus prepared by Motner s
Friend dlsncls the fear that the crisis
tle all day making money and then woman "
Mother's
may not be safely met.
not to be permitted to do this, that
The Ideal Woman.
Friend assures a speedy and complete
and the other thing when he Is finish"She must be clever. She must recovery for the mother, and she is
ed without explanations and without have brains beyond anything else. left a healthy woman to enjoy the
having his wife tacked onto, his coat-tail- Beauty does not count. Of course, if rearing of her -f
Mother's
vff.
Women, should smoke, too! beauty Is combined with brains! why,-al- child. Is sold at JFriend
How ridiculously funny not to allow
the better; but an expressive face drue stores.
m
women to smoke if they wish to In is far lovelier than a baby face that Write for our free
Si
public! It Is beneficial as well as a is ever so pretty. She need not be book for expectmuch
comfort. She can be more ot a com- any special age, except not under 20. nnf mnthera which contains
and many sug
valuable
Information,
panion to her husband, and certainly I would want her to he smart in apor a neipiui nature.
It is no more harmful a habit for a pearance, well groomed, musically In gestions
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forget it But would yQu tell me
what is the idea is saying "peroxide
blonde?' Really, I cawn't quite grasp
the sense of it. It is really most amusing. I know you mean that the hair
is artificially blonde, but why cawn't
you say 'bleached' or 'dyed?' Then
one, knows Immediately just what is
intended to be conveyed.
(
"But, by Jove, Miss! I've told you
a lot more than I intended to do In
the beginning. (But that is the wav
it is with the women her. By jove.
When one Is finlel;ed talking to tbm
1 e
realizes that he has Been the victim of overpowering feminine ingenuity."
"The Archer In the Garden."
"Just to prove that tbe prince is a
poet I have copied a few stanzas of
a poem that be composed, he said,
while walking in the garden of his
home a few months after parting
with the princess. He calls it "The
Archer in the Garden."
my
Wandering in twilight through
s
garden fair,
Made fragrant by the cool,
breeze,
A rustling sound of cautious 'steps
betrayed
The stealthy tread of Death among
the tiees.
sweet-scente-

Trembling, my arms about your nee
I clasped,
My cheek against the beating of
your heart;
Some newborn hope was sounding in
my ear,

Incredible it seemed that we should

part
There was a chance that In that close
embrace,
Veiled by the mists that hid tha
setting sun,

The Archer must be ' cheated in his
aim,
And deal to both the fate ordained
for one.
A, M. Nason, farming near Canaan,
Me., was badly crippled with eclatlo
rheumatism due be cays to nflo add
in his blood. "Foley Kidney Pills
entirely cured me and also removed
numerous black specks that were continually before my eyes." Foley Kidney Pills are a uric acid solvent and

are effective for the various forms
of rheumatism. O. O. Shaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store.

d

Such old acquaintances are you and I,
I scarcely turned my head as you
drew near.

Daring tbe summer months mothers of young children should watch
for any unnatural - looseness of the
bowels. When given prompt attention
at this time serious trouble may be
avoided.
Chamberlain's colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy can always bet depended upon. For sale by
all dealers.

.

For soreness of Hm mnaoles. whnth.
'Twas not for me the white horse er Induced by violent exercise or in
jury, mere Is nothing better than
,
paused below,
Chamberlain's Liniment This liniSmall cause had I the .tight strong ment also relieves rheumatic
pains.
bow to fear.
For sale by ill dealers.
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iest men of that city is going to drive
a garbage (art in an historical pageant. The circumstances connected
with Una case are Interesting as well
as instructive. Mr. James Ewing
Mifflin, a member of oaj of the old
est families in Pennsylvania, was Invited to take pan in a socety historical celebration, and he aspted. But
when it came time to decide what
particular event of the past he would
represent, Mr. Mifflin said he had
delved deep into his family hiBtory
and found that his
had had the garbage contract fori
Philadelphia, and that if a pageant
were to be historically correct every
society person should represent his
ancestor's vocation.
Naturally there is much excitement
over this incident and a scurrying
among the proud men and matrons
old Philadelphia to get
of
under cover. For if the socially
prominent Americans of today were
to frankly expose the status of their
honest ola progenitors what would
become oi our1 boasted aristocracy?
If all these men and women were
faithful to the example set by Mr.
Mifflin,-wha- t
a pageant that proposed
affair would be! Fo.r away back in
truly historical times the founders
of the ' big American fortunes were
dandies ey any means,
not
rough and
They were as a rule,
An
uncultivated
'wholly
set,
leady
those exact niceties that have developed along with side whiskers end
patent leather shoes. If the society
be
people of Philadelphia would
talthful' to historical accuracy the
driver of the garbage wagon wo ud
be an enviable and distinguished indicrew would
vidual. What
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THURSDAY, JULY 18, 1912.

GENERAL FUND IS
i
and
rolitics
I Politicians
When Spring
NOW DOWN TO

DEMOCRATS SPENT A

Dr. John M. Glle, dean of the medical school of Dartmouth college, is
being boomed for the republican nom
ination for governor o New ilamp-Blnr-

W.

i

JULY 18, 1912.

LET US HAVE FACTS
'Bare facts speak for themselves to
those who will but heed them. The
trouble Is la this modern day and age
that-- comparatively few. people are
supposed to care for facts. It this supposition be true, it will be practically
useless for the Taft campaign man
agers to. prepare an exhaustive oreif,

--

as

on- -

the lads

of

the contesting delegations at the Chicago convention. We, however, firm
ly believe that the people of the coun
try would read with interest and at
tempt to guide tleir actions by any
fair statement of the tacts at those
contests,
"The party of the first part," other
wise called the "Bull Moose," has
cried fraud and theft so strenuously
as to work up the curiosity of the
people to a point where the real facts
of the Chicago convention- - will un
doubtedly be read with care and attention. During the sessions of the
national committee and the convention no move was made that was not
characterized as fradulent by Colonel
Roosevelt.
It was all so fradulent in
fact that the colonel feels he Is acting in accordance with his doctrine
of the "square deal" in preaching that
the regular republican electors in the
should vote for
progressive states
him in the electoral collego Instead of
for the regular nominee of the republican convention William Howard
Taft Inasmuch as this move of the
colonel's, if not absolutely supported
by proof that the nomination at Chicago was stolen from him by Mr.
Taft, is, in effect, putting r. premium
cn party disloyalty and party
it were well for tho people to
know the real facts. Same of the colonel's followers do not look upon the
action of the convention as he did.
For example: the Honorable Ormsby
McHarg, who. is somewhat 'Known in
New Mexico, announces tnat he will
jeupport President Taft. Now the
Honorpble Ormsby handled all the

Roosevelt contests as an expert

that kind of
r
the

In

Governor Had.ey,

work.

the

Roosevelt
forces in the convention, will support
President Taft. Senator Borah, who
was high in the Roosevelt councils,
will support the regular nominee of
The same
the Chicago convention.
is true of Senator Cummins. These
men, as far as we know, are as hon
est and as high minded as Colonel
Eoosevelt. Why are they supporting
President Taft? The question can be
conclusively answered by an examina
tion of the action of the national committee and of the Chicago convention.
.Mr. Taft's managers are preparing a
statement of cold facts ttat will clear
up the whole thing.
floor-leade-
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HISTOUICAT,

REVELATION'S

'
Philadelphia society Is scandalized,
not to say horrified, by the announcement that one of the wealth
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PAST STYLES

and Othtr Mttter
Early Victorian
Days Reappsar.

Table Decorations

Popular

1904 CAMPAIGN.

Washington, July 18. The demo-Well, it's beginnln' to look a little cratio campaign fund contained about"
like spring, ain't it?" ventured the $1,000,000 when Alton B Parker ran
groceryman as he tramped a muddy for president in 1904, according" to W.
path across the kitchen floor and be- F. Sheehan of New iork, who testigan dumping the supplies on the table. fied
today before the senate Commit"I ain't seen no robin yet, like some
tee
investigating
campaign funds. Mr.
of these guys that's wrltin' to the papers, but I kin sort o" feel it in my Sheehan then was chairman of 'he
democratic national executive combones. Spring fever, I guess, huh?"
The pretty cook smiled disdainfully mittee. Money was sent by the comas she brought out the mop and start- mittee, he said, to Maine, Colorado
ed to clean up ber floor.
and Nebraska.
"That's a good name to call it, I sup"To
did
Maine,
you
sayr asked a
pose,' she said. "I know when my
brothers back on the farm got so lazy senator.
"Yea, with very "ratifying results
they couldnt do anything but go Ashing they used to talk about spring fe- to the democrats."
ver. But my poor old father had to do
"How much was sent to Nebraska."
all the chores ha was too busy to
'
uerled Senator Oliver.
have spring fever."
about
"I
think
$15,000.""
"That's the way Jump on me," said
"Just ."Mr. Bryan was the candidate for
the groceryman mournfully.
when I thought probly you'd get a the senatorship that year, was he
little bit sentimental about the comin' not?"
of spring and matin' of birds and and
"I do not remember exactly; canall that Don't you never feel 'that
for the senatorship were not
way in the spring, Evelina? You didates
ii
know like you ought to have a strong
arm to lean on?"
"Well, I think he was' interrupt"Any time I want a strong arm to ed the Pennsylvania senator.
lean on I know where to find one,"
Mr. Sheehan said he remembered
retorted the pretty cook. "If you
dont' want to feel a strong arm your- August Belmont was a large contribself you'll go along out of this kitchen utor. Senator Oliver asked if Thorns
snd let me get my work done."
F. Ryan also was a contributor lr
The srrocervman sighed and moved the eame campaign.
Tne witness
alowly as far as the door with his box responded that
The witness
under his arm, but he kept his gaze on declared the
committee made a rule
the pretty cook.
"I wisht I could think up some way at the beginning of the campaign not
of makln you feel the way I do," he to accept money from any trust. He
aid gloomily, "so's you wouldn't hand believed no such contributions were
me a bump like that every time I try made, directly or
indirectly.
to talk about sometbln' besides groceMr. Sheehan said the late Daniel
ries. I should think you'd want to
look ahead a little bit and sort o' S. Lamont assisted him in collecting
think where you'll be five years from money. Colonel Lamont has been
now. Let's flgger a little, Evelina, connected with corporations, he said,
won't you?" he added, anxiously.
but he could not remember what ones.
The pretty cook Jerked the kettle Asked if he could
ell the committee
off the stove and poised it menacing
Charles-Hall- ,
could
where
find
it
the
into
stream
but
the
splashed
ly,
treasurer
of
the
national comilshpan a moment later, and the
c roceryman breathed more freely.
mittee in 1904 and in charge of ne
"If that's the way spring fever finance books, Mr. Sheehan said vhe
makes you talk,' she said, "you'd betHall - might be in Albany.
ter go and see a doctor and get it out thought
Other witnesses to be called later inof your system. I'm too busy to do
any figuring this morning, and that clude Representatives Llyod and
chairmen respectively of the
wagon load of groceries you've got
out there In the street will get wilted democratic and republican congresIf you don't hurry along with 'em, sional
committees, The
campaign
What are you waiting for, anyhow?
We pay our grocery bill by the .week,
1

(Continued

Representatives Weeks, McCail rna
Gardner ar expected to become canlng the council for some time to fur
didates for the seat of United States
nish him with a Hon in order tbat ho
Sen. tor Cisiif of Massachusetts.
may begin proceedings for the colGo oner V. R. Stubbs of Kansas.
lection of his pay.
in announcing
his candidacy
for
The city attorney reported that J.
United States senator, declared him D.
Hand had taken from the posses
self in favor of presidential prefer
sion of Ralph Houston, colored,
a
ence primaries and the election of
mule which Houston had purchased
federal district Judges by direct vote from
the city at a pound sale. ' He
of the people.
said Mr. Hand had claimed the animal
Judge John C. Karel of Milwaukee, as his own.
Judge Long said the city
who has announced his candidacy for
waa not compelled to guarantee title
the democratic nomination for gover
to
sold under such condinor of Wisconsin at the September tions.property
Alderman Martin stated Hous
primary election, was once a famous ton had started to drive the animal
football player, at the University of to
a farm north of town when Mr.
Wisconsin.
Hand had stopped the colored man and
Dillon,-thJudge E. B.
republican took the mule from his possession.
nominee for governor of Ohio, is lor- Judge Long said Mr. Hand should
years old and a native of haxe
replevlned the animal instead
Ironton, Ohio. After his admission tc
of taking such drastic measures. He
the bar he began the practice of law
said he would consult with Mr. Hand
In Columbus; and is now
serving his at once and ascertain if a settlement
third term on the bench.
with Houston could not be affected.
Judge Charles R. Crisp, parliamenAldermen Wiegand brought to the
tarian to Speaker Clark and adjutant
attention of the council the fact that
of Ollie James at the Baltimore con
that body should take some definite
vention, is seeking the congressional
action that would be" of record In the
nomination in the new Third district!
of Georgia. Judge Crisp is a son or controversy between the city and the
Agua Pura company in regard to a re
the late Speaker Charles F. Crisp.
newal of the contract for water for
Former Governor Malcolm R. Patpurposes.
city
the
Accordingly,
terson has made formal anno,m"c-men- t
There wpulu be fishcouncil passed a motion authorizinz
follow him!
of his candidacy for the demomarket garthe city clerk to inform the Agua Pura
mongers, blacksmiths
cart drivers cratic nomination for United States company in writing that it would not
ash
laborers,
deners, day
senator. He seeks the seat made varecede from its position announced
and pawnbrokers in abundance.
cant bt, the death of Senator Knirt some
But it will never do for Mr. Mif- I..
time ago . through the water
Taylor. Governor Hooper app-nircommittee to the effect that it would
flin's proposal to be accepted. The
Newell Sander3, a repub:'ea!. to
renew its contract only at the rate of
scions of the Quaker city's most ex- 'HI
Senator Taylors unexpired terci.
well
?1,250 per year.
clusive social set would not look
This sum is lust
James W. Wadsworth, Jr., former one-hathe price paid under the old
in overalls.' ...'The honest old fellows
speaker of the general assembly, conwho worked with their hr.nds a hunwhich expired some
time
tinues as the strongest possibility for contract,
would
dred years ago
scarcely recog
ago. The rate offered by the'cltv is
the
of the "regular" re
nomination
to begin April 1 last
nize their sleek progeny of today any
publicans for governor of New York
The report of Dr. C. C. Gordon, city
more than the seld progeny would this fall. Others
mentioned for the
eraso those bonest old hands that d'd head of the ticket are
stated that the Las Vegas
physician,
President Jacob
hospital has announced Its Intention
the woflt that founded the family G. Schuman of v)ornell
university, to abate the
fortunes. It Is hoped that Mr. Mif District
cesspool nuisance as soon
Attorney Whitman of New as
flin' will not chanre his mind. The York
possible. It ia proposed to lay a
and
former
City
Congressman
pipe line to a point Just east of the
experience, of driving a garbage William S. Bennett
the
But
him
do
Galllnas river where a- cesspool Is to
good.
will
wagon
A. Massey, who has
William
Judge
greatest benefit will be to the yoo.ng been appointed by Governor Oddie be dug. This will cut out thn nM k.
men and women of modern Phliadel of Nevada to
fill out the unexpired Jectionable pool on 'the hospital's
iiuil will disposed of the sewphia in a realization of 'he debt they term of the late George 8. Nixon in
owe the humble human creatures who the United States senate, was born age without dumping it in a running
stream which is against the law.
lived and toiled so many yertrs wo. In Ohio,
brought up in Illinois, edu
'
Dr. Gordon reported six births dur0
cated in Indiana, practiced law In
'
STILL HOPES TO RULE
ing
June, one being a male and five
California and finally settled In Ne
Brussels, July 18. Many were the vada, where for some years he has females. There were six deaths' iu the
mneratoulatory message received to served as chief justice of the state month, 3 of males and 3 of females,
the
two being residents and 4
day by Prince Victor Napoleon,
supreme court.
Dr. Gordon
TCnnanartlst nretender. on the occasion
The nominees for state senators,
reported the city
to be in admirable hygienic
of his fiftieth birthday anniversary.
n
condition.
and representatives
assemblymen
Mayor Taupert ha'ving reported the
Despite the stories printed from time congress' selected in the direct pri
to time of his renunciation of ail mary elections to be held in Califor cty hail plumbing to be in bad condiclaim to the French throne, there are nia on September 3 are to meet at tion, tne ciiy property committee
countless numbers of people who firm Sacramento four weeks after the pri was authorized to .take such action as
ly believe that the prince will yet maries to choose the presidential elec is necessary iu regard to repairs.
Of late his tors to
Police Judge Murray and City Marbecome Napoleon VI.
represent California in the
star has appeared to be in the as electoral college. They will also shal Hen Coles reported 29 arrests duroendant. His marriage to Princess draft the platforms for their state ing the month of June and the colClementine of Belgium two years ago campaigns and elect the members of lection of $45 Mn fines. The city is
liable for costs to the amount of
caused a substantial rise in the pre the state central committees.
tender's stock. Princess Clementine
However California may go polit'-call- 117.50.
The taking over by the city of the
inherited many millions from her fath
at the presidential election iff
sewer lines of the Las Vegas Sewer
er, King Leopold. To this fact is November, it is expected that at lea
Drobably due much of the enthusiasm one woman from that state will sit in company was discussed and the finthat has since been displayed amongst the electoral college. Two Los An ance committee was authorized to
the sapporters of the Napoleonic geles women,
Miss : Mary F, Foy, take steps for the transfer of the
cause.
democrat, and Mrs. Clara Shortridge property at once.
It is understood
Foltz, republican, are active in their the owners of the old sewer are willMEETING OFWISCONSIN MILLERS respective parties and ba3h has an- ing, to turn it over to the
city providWausau. Wis., Jnuly 18. The mem nounced her candidacy for the elec- ing that they are released from the
bers of the' Wisconsin State Millers toral college. The men of both part- obligation of paying for their
portion
association begad their summer meet- ies are being urged to vote and thut of the construction of the new eewer.
of
discussion
for
the
of
the
here
The
honor
today,
council wishes the matter disoeiag
ing
give the state the
woman "lei-i- r
t posed of as soon as possible. Aldervarious questions relating to the mill first to aend
man Raynolds suggested that
lng Industry, i The meeting will con- Washington.
any per'
clude tomorrow;
sons having property on the old sewAn increasing number of people re- er who inadvertently had paid for the
ASQUITH ARRIVES N DUBLIN
port regularly of the satisfactory re- construction of the new line be reimDublin, July 8. Premier Asquith sults from taking Foley Kidney Pills bursed. No action was
taken, howwas given a cordial welcome on his ar- and commend their healing and cura- ever, the council
to deem it
seeming
tive qualities. Foley
Kidney Pills
rival in Dublin today. Thousands of are
a carefully prepared medicine, better to await the transfer of the old
spectators, Including visitors from all Guaranteed to contain no harmful or line to the city.
parts of Ireland, lined the route from habit forming draw. They can have f It was reported that W. P. Southard,
ed for manager of
Kingstown to the residence of Chief only a beneficial effect when
the Las Vegas Light and
and bladder
for
kidney
Secretary Birrell la Phoenix Park, backache, rheumatism, troubles,
weak back Power company,-ipreparing to make
to be a guest or lumbago. O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross a demonstration of a new
where the premier-itungsten
during his stay in the capital. To- Drug Store.
lighting system as soon as necessary
morrow Mr. Asquith will pay visits
material has arrived. No action is
to be taken regarding a new
Jo various public institutions and in
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
lighting
the evening he will address a meeting
Chicago, July 18. vJattle Receipts, contract until the demonstration has
in the Theater Royal.
2,500
Market slow to weak. Beeves, been made which Is expected to occur
$3.509.45; Texas steers, $4.505.60; in a short time.
.
SONS OF. ST. GEORGE
western steers, $5.805.90; stockers,
Upon motion of Alderman Raynolds
Negaunee, - Mich., July 13. The ?3.806.30; cows and heifers, $2.60
the payment of $1,500 in sewer certiMichigan grand lodge of the Sons of 7.50; calves, ,$5.50S.30.
ficates and $645 Interest on the same
St. George opened its annual session
Hogs Receipts 12,000; market fair. was ordered paid, the money
having
here today with an attendance repre- ly active, 5 cents above yesterday's fallen due.
senting branches of the order through- average. Light, $7.257.25V4; mixed:
The meeting last night was a busy
out the state. The meeting will con- 7.157.70; heavy, 7.007.70; rough, one and adjournment was not taken
clude Saturday with a big parade.
$7.007.20; pigs, $5.607.40; bulk of until a late hour. There were present
sales, $7.357.70.
Mayor Taupert, Clerk Tamme, AJUARE2LANNIVERSARY OBSERVED
market ldermen' Wiegand, Martin, Stern, RaySheep Receipts, 16,000;
Native, nolds, Quinn, Hays anOTcGuire.. Mr.
City of Mexico, July 18. The for- slow and generally steady.
tieth anniversary of the death of Be- ?3.155.35;
western,
$3.45.35; McGulre, having been 111 for Borne
nito Juarez, the Mexican patriot, was yearlings, 4.155.7o; lambs, native, time, was present last
night for the
s $4.007.50;
observed with the customary
western, $4.Z57.45.
first time In several weeks.
,
today ip the capital and othHead The Optle.
The Optic prints an the news.
er leading cities of Mexico.
demon-stratlea-

F. SHEEHAN
TELLS ABOUT
THE CAMPAIGN FUND OF
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dale of further bearings and the extent to which the inquiry will go
have not been determined.
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you know."
"I know," said the groceryman, edging slowly toward the door. "I ain't
worryln' none about your bill. If you
folks was to fall a little behind and
the boss should mention It to me, Evelina, I'd Just pay it myself on account
of you, rather than say anything to
your missus. Honest, I'd settle it up
and work it all out it It took me six
months. That's the kind of friend I
am."
"What do I care?" said the maid,
"I shouldn't be surprised
scornfully.
If it took you six months to earn what
our grocery bill is every week the
prices that man you're working for is

charging nowadays."
"Aw, now, I didn't expect you to ge
Into the knockers' club about- the
prices,' protested the groceryman.
"I've told you half a dozen times that
we don't get the money! It's them
farmers that's gettin' it all. Haven't
you been readln' about 'em ridln'
around in automobiles and havln' telephones from the house to the barn to
give the hired man orders, and all
that? Us 'folks are payin' for that
Bwell business, and it's the
poor
grocer who gets the blame. That's
Just what I was thlnkln' when it felt
o balmy and springlike today if I
only had a nice little place in the
country, with a few pigs an' calves "
"You'd feel right at home, wouldn't
you?" snapped the pretty cook.
"That's where you'd shine. The pigs
wouldn't mind how much you loafed
they're used to It, from al I've seen
of pigs. And the calves wouldn't care
bow much noise you made you could

stand around and talk to them all day
and not bother 'em a bit. But folks
happen to have work to do, and If you
get in their way you're likely to get
Into trouble."
The groceryman sighed again and
slowly edged his way out to the back
porch. But Btlll he hesitated.- "1 can't understand it," he mused
aloud. . "Now, to look at you, Evelina,
anybody would think you was a real
sentimental girl that would sympathize with a feller when he's feelln' "
With a deft move the pretty cook
stepped behind the door and closed It
on the sentimental groceryman. Chicago Dally News.
A Lover of Candor.

Impecunious Man I wish you would
be so kind as to loan me $5. Ill pay
you back in a few days.
Candid Friend If you had asked me
for the loan in a candid and straightforward manner I would have lent
you the money, but asking me In the
way you did causes me to distrust
you.
"I don't understand you."
"Yoa asked me to be so kind as to
lend you $5."
"Yes."
"If you had been candid you would
have said to me: 'Be bo stupid, be
such an Ignominious ass, such a hopeless Idiot as to lend me $5, and you
might have got It."
j

In

Whether we shall be Early Victorian
nice more In our furniture and our
rocks as they say we shall be we
ire certainly looking with kindly eyes
n Early Victorian decorations for th
Able.
The once deRplsed epergne of fruit
tnd flowers has come back to take Its
?lace as center dish, and even the
:ruet stand is receiving some approval.
Presently we shall be dodging behind
.all banks of Cowers to see our opposite neighbors, and making the most
jf the comparative seclusion which talis greenery affords. Table conversation will go out of date and table flirtation will come in.
Combination fruit and flower dishes
of cut crystal, mounted in silver or
silver gilt, are being restored. In the
the festive
proper phrase, to gra--board. A center dish with a series of.
smaller dishes radiating from It is a
and sometimes
handsome
device,
there is a center epergne- with flower
dishes and candles united to it by
Lamp and candle
crystal chains.
shades with dangling prismatic tubes
are fashionable again, and candelabra
of the same style, once relegated to
the storeroom, are now brought out as
the things of beauty tbat they are and
reflect the light of electricity as of
yore they sent back the golden flicker
of many candles.
Chained decorations are very fashionable, and lamp shades, candlesticks
and flower holders are made to match
and wholly in crystal, of slim and
d
bowls
graceful design.
tor flowers and antique goblets , for
e

.

Tulip-shade-

fruit are pretty decorative detalli

j

'
Widely Separated Cities.
."Now, children, who can name two
cities which are widely separated?"
"Boston and San Francisco."
"Correct! Any one else?"
"London and Melbourne."
"Yes. Now two more cities widely

separated."
"Simpli-cit-

.

and

y

ton Transcript.J

t

U
Bos-

Dupll-city.- "

;)

.!.
Thought They Were Mere Blll!
"Why don't you answer my notes?"
asked a woman of another woman (she
had greeted effusively. "I have written you four notes during the last two
weeks and not a single reply."
"O, were those four letters 1
-?
merely bills,1 so 1
thought tcr?
didn't open them."
'
t
;

j

CLEARANCE SALE

THE GREATEST SALE OF

FOF

ml

ONLY

TWO.-WEEK-

SALE CLOSES AUGUST 1
IN

EVERYTHING

IHE HOUSE

ON SALE

(NOTHINO REERVED),Per
Per
20 Per
25 Per
20 Per
15
25

Cent Off All
Cent Off All
Cent Off All
Cent Off All
Cent Off All

-

Shoes For Men, Women and Children

Women's Waists, Skirts and Dresses
Men's Manhattan Shirts
Women's and Men's Underwear
Satin and Silk Ribbons

SPECIAL BARGAINS
35c Children's Lisle Hose, per pair
56c Lisle Thread Women's Hose
16 Button Women's Silk Gloves
15c Percale (36 inches wide
10 Yards Lonsdale Muslin.
10 Yards Best Apron Gingham,

15

TO

1-

-3

'THE

OFF

IN

STORE

E.LasVegas.

-- ALLO

26c
.

.37c
89c

njc

.' . .$1.00
75c

DEPABTFJENTS

OF QUALITY"

-

n.m:

f

t
REV.

PERSONALS
NO

NECESSITY

lI

VCUAS DAILY

QUIGOIN DIES

OPTiC,

THURSDAY, JULY

"FASTBUHPTHISOSEB

SUDDENLY OF APOPLEXY TRIES TO HAKE ESCAPE

1

1912.

CAMERA

HERO

SAVED

TRAIN

Spoiled Films an III Reward for Act
That Deserved Better Things
of Fortune.

o
0
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AT THE ROSENTHAL
Jose Back left this morning for hU
Detroit-ToledBill
PASTOR OF CHRISTIAN CHURCH DEPUTY
former
the
Armour,
ranch near Rociada.
SHERIFF
The slave of ths camera was dosing
ESQUIBEL
OPPOSITE THE Y. M. C. A.
IS STRICKEN
manager. Is scouting for the St
WHILE ON
in me smoking car when a half dozen
RUNS DOWN RUNAWAY FROM
John S. Kane loft this afternoon on
Louis Cardinals.
shots rang out In the night air.
WAY HOME LAST NIGHT.
THE COUNTY JAIL.
tiam No. 10 tor Canton, South Oar
15o for 25c Bicycle Bells
The train slackened.
There wers
Shortstop Dowd, the former Brook-to- n
kota.
more shots.
for 35c bicycle wrenches
20o
Is
Rev. William Robert Qulggin, pasas
a
runner
ot
Either
Marathons
player.
making good with the
VUeute Martinez ot Mora was In
"Train robbers!" shrieked a pallid New York
Oo
for 35c Bicycle Pumps
2
tor of the First Christian church of or in one ot the shorter sprints DepHighlanders.
Las Vegas today from his home 01
passenger as he crawled under the
In the absence of Manager Frank
this city, died this morning at his uty Sheriff Refugio Esquibel likely seat
s
business.
CO fK For $35.00 Men's or Boys
home on Third Btreet. While return- could qualify.
Mr. Esquibel demon- The camera man grasped his black Chance Joe Tinker acta as captain-manage
?4.JU
Bicycles with
George Mitchell, a Santa Fa oitWal
box
and
a
of the Chicago Cubs.
union prayer meet- suated this to be a tact this mornCoaster Brakes and guaranteed tires
ing home from
tripod, and, running to the
from Toiieka, was a visitor in Las Vecar
platform, sprang off Into ths dark
Three times this season tbe Giants
ing at the Baptist church last even ing when he ran down .Charles Wilness.
gas today,
Brass Shoe Nails In
have run up nine wins In a row being about 9 o'clock, Dr. Qulggin suf- son, colored.a prisoner in the county
5 C For 3 PigsANY
The
most of them, were sides their 18
SIZE
Joseph L. Matt was In Las Vegas to fered a stroke of apoplexy,
victories.
and jail, who attempted to escape. Wilson grouped robbers,
straight
about the express car. There
Minnesota-Wisconsiday from the Blake Copper mine at (hough death was not Instantaneous, was engaged In washing dishes in the was much
Tbe
OCC For 50c Lawn Mower Sharp-t- J
league
money In the express safe.
ener.
i.es Hermanos.- he was unconscious during the night kitchen under the watchful eye of Es The company said not over 117. but has disbanded, the Winona team being
Tom Clay returned this afternoon and passed to his reward at 7 o'clock quibel when he asked to be allowed it must have been thousands. Any In the lead when the league hit the
inC For Choice of Hundreds of
from Albuquerque, where he had been, this morning.
to secure a drink ot water. Walking way, the robbers were determined to rocks.
"J Popular Sheet Music or 3 for
whatever
was.
get
It
it,
had
25c
in this sale.
They
Dr. Quiggln had been in the best toward the water cooler Wilson
Cactus" Cravath Is living up to his
during the past week.
done a lot of wild shooting and eer-dodged out the tront door of eral persons bad been hurt. Now reputation as a fence buster by lead
E. T. Plowman, manager ot the Cal of health and spirits and the stroke
IflC a Dozen for 3 In., Wire Coat
u 'and Hat Hooks worth 20c.
taneda hotel, is expected In this even- came almost without warning. J. V. the lockup.
they had shoved a stick of dynamits ing Charlie Dooin's Quakers In bat
.
Grlswold was with the , minister at
Esquibel saw the man's feet disap Into the car and were Just about to ting.
ing from a trip to California.
JKC Or 2 for 25 cents for Antl-l-u
of the. stroke. Tbe two men pearing over the threhold and at Ignite the fuse.
The White Sox have sent Walter
C. A. Schlotterbeck of the Schlot-terbec- the time
Splash Filters, See Them,
a
Suddenly
filled
ths
were
blinding glare
Johnson II back to Racine and will
strolling leisurely along Grand once gave chase. . The negro sprint
Lumber company of Amlstad,
air with dazzling fire.
now
avenue
en
Main
route
ed
of
out
nortn,
the
with
all
who
of
halls
street,
Cy
his
try
African
Young III,,
speed
was in Las Vegas today on business.
With a wild shriek the robbers fled
to Mr Quiggln's home on Third street. ancestors. .Mr. UieJuilel also haa to the woods.
from Stevens Point Wis.
R, C. Freeman left last night for The stricken- man was taken home
Thirty-on- e
Inherited some speed though not of
The flashlight of the camera man
players In the National in the South Central league, Wichita
his former home in Marcellne, Mo.,
a
and medical aid rendered, and though the African variety. He kept right had saved the train.
league are hitting for .300 or better. Falls, in the
league,
where he' will visit friends and rela
When they found him he was I while the American league has only and VIcksburg in the Cotton States
stimulants prolonged his life, he died at the, heels ot the flying Wilson
tives.
without regaining consciousness.
league.
and finally caught him in a corral crouched before a train hand's lan- 21 men In the select circle.
Albino Salazar, a merchant of Cha- Dr.- Qulggin is survived by three in the rear of the Romero Mercantile tern, weeping bitterly.
Claude
the
former
Rossman,
Detroit
"Something went wrona- with tha
pelle, accompanied by his family cams children, two sons, Ernest R. Qulg- company's establishment
on the dum
thing," he moaned. ?Tha aim-- , first baseman, now with Minneapolis,
in this morning from his home, on a gin and George R. Qulggin, and a Plaza. Esquibel was
is leading the American association la SAYS WOMEN SHOULD
obliged to climb spoiled!"
'
buying trip.
Qulggin. fences and jump ditches ".n order to
daughter, Miss Dorothy
batting with an average of .378.
William Roberts, was Ernest Quiggln Is a resident of Mon- overtake Wilson, but he cleared these
Several big league ccouts are sweet
BELONG TO UNIONS
in Las Vegas yesterday and today treal, Canada, where he is a mer- hazards as though he were used to SORRY FOR HIS WRONGDOING ion the work of Billy
Swanson, the
from his ranch near Mineral Hill. Ha chant. George R. Qulggin lives fn such rough going.
clever center fielder of the Dubuque
Mr. win'- - Unhappy
Because H
returned home this afternoon. .
Birkenhead, where he is a minister
team, In the Three-- I league. .
Esquibel says he woulu have shot
once Did III Deeds at Old Man
MRS. CANNON OF ARIZONA ADCatcher Forrest Cady, of the Boston
Mrs. William Shillinglaw will re-- of the Gospel. Miss Dorothy Quiggln Wilson In the iegc but for the fact
Winter's Behest
DRESSES FEDERATION
Red Sox, Is a great pegger to "the
.uu. tomorrow afternoon tiom Inde resides in Las Vegas at the Quiggin that a woman and some children
OF MINERS.
Once
were just in front ef the negro and
,
'pon a time Mister Win' wus bases. It Is said that only one man
pendence, la, where she has been for home.
Reverend Dr. Quiggln was born in he was afraid of Injuring them. Wil fleepln', still an' peaceable, dreamln' has b tol en a base on him cleanly this
several months, viieting friends and
Cripple Creek, Colo., July 18. "The
"bout de time w'en he useter blow de
season.
Peel, Isle of Man, on April 4, 1855. son is awaiting the action of the blossoms
relatives. cjeS
Western
Federation of Miners haa
111 chilluns as
an'
talk
ter
de
He spent his boyhood days there, re- grand Jury. He Is charged with steal
"Casey" Ilageman, who has been done more to Improve the condition
(ley played under de trees; but Ole
Uhrich Strong, treasurer of Mora
his education in McFarlane's ing some articles from a resident of Man
Winter, he come long an' waked sent back to the Denver club, by tht of working men In the last quarter
county, came In this morning from his ceiving
He was married to Miss the West side on July 4. The negro him up, an' tol' him dat he wus In Boston Red Sox, refuses to
report to of a century than Christianity ever
home in the county seat on business. academy.
Alice Cretuey on April a, 1878, in has been placed in a dark cell where need er comp'nv, kase he had a long the Grizzlies on account of a cut In
has accomplished," declared Mrs. 3.
He was accompanied to Las Vegas by
They later the surroundings match . his color. ways ter go, air Mister Win' ris up salary.
Douglas, Isle' of Man.
.
H. Cannon of Arizona, In an address
his family.
an'
went
wid
Man
Ole
Winter
an'
him,
moved to Southport, "England, where Judging from the speea with which
Buffalo fans are not very strong for before the Western Federation
him :
ter
of
say
George F Anderson, manager of tha
resided up to two years ago at he ran he belongs to the "fast black"
George Stalllngs' Bisons this season. Miners' annual convention rhere to-"You see dat steeple yanderT"
Denver offices of the Dodd, Mead Pub- they
which time they came to Clovis, N. class.
Mister Win' make answer dat he The team has not been able to hold day. Mrs. Cannon 's an active sociallishing company, is in Las Vegas on M., where Dr. Quiggin was
Bho do, an' den Ole Man Winter say: Its own with the leaders In
pastor of
the Inter- ist suffrage worker. She urged tho
business, having arrived last evening
All right Des whirl In an' blow It national
the Christian church, ihe wife sur
league.
admission "of women to membership
from Colorado.
Dysentery is always serious and of down fer me, kase I got a
vives him.
You have to hand it to the St Louis in labor unions on an
ten a dangerouB disease, but It can be sg'ln It Blow it down I " An' grudge
James Moore, general paymaster ot
equal footing
down
Dr. Quiggin came to Las Vegas as cured. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
Browns for running true to form. Here's with men,
come de steeple.
the Influ
that
i!e Santa Fe. passed through Las Vecontending
on
and Diarrhoea Remedy has cured it
paster of the Christian church,
Den he make Mister Win take de the dope: July 10, 191120 wins 53 ence of tha mother and the wife, the
gas this afternoon en route from his
October) 171ast, and during his nine even when malignant and epidemic. root oft de po' man's house, whar de defeats .274.
July 10, 131220 wins greatest powers for good In the life
headquarters in Topeka on a tiip months' residence here has made For sale by all dealer
111' chilluns wus
53 defeats
.274.
sleepln', an' blow de
otmanktnd, would be tierted m be- - "
through the southwest
fire out what kep' 'em warm; an' w'en
"
friends. He was a quiet, unas
many
or
H'lite
number
e
stars
half
of the proper solution of work
college
P.
John
Gordon of Jefferson City,
dat come ter pass Mister Win' he git have
suming man, loved and respected by
entered professional baseball this ing men's problems."
Mo., state auditor' of Missouri, arriv- ST.
LOUIS
an'
WOOL.
tol'
Mister Winter
mighty sorry,
all of the people of his oaurcn and
Action on the report of President
St. Louis, Mo., July 18. Wool no mo' er dat fer htm; an' he gone oft season. The list Includes Erroa Rlxev.
aiLttis morning to join Mrs. Gordon, of the other
denominations ot the
ter hlsse'f f'um dat day ter University of Virginia, with the Phila Charles H. Moyer was scheduled
Kk.o.i&wjik, guest at the home of. Meadow City. Dr. Qulggin's death Is steady;, territory and western medMr. and Mrs. A.' A. Jones.
iums 2024; fine mediums 1220; dls you kin hear him cryin', an' cryln', delphia Natlonls; Charles Hlghtower, part of the business to come 'before
a great shock to the people of Las
des lak he had de breakln' er de heart Cornell, with Buffalo; John B.
Boyle, today's session. It was planned also
fine
1317.
has
"Quinley
to
Ralph
gotle
Watrous,
Atlanta Constitution.
Vegas, and his loss is mourned
'
University of Chicago, with the Phila to canvass the referendum vote for'
where he will spend several weeks.
vis
the city. As pastor of
delphia Nationals; Joseph
Tarbell, officers and announce the result Othi'ouna Quinley will go from Watrous throughout
church Dr. Quiggin has accomplished
Vermont College, with Cleveland Nash er matters to come before the conto Kansas City where he will attend
KANSAS
LIVE
CITY
STOCK.
much good, and his place In this inand Conzelman of Brown, with Cleve vention Included discussion ot the
Last of Schagtlcoke Indians.
school during the coming winter.
Kansas City, July 18. Cattle Re
stitution and in the community will
The few survivors of the Litchfield land and Warner, of Brown with Pitts- proposition to consolidate the WestArchdeacon VV. E. Warren, rector ol
2,000,
800
ceipts
southerns.
Including
'
be hard to fill.
county (Conn.) tribe of Schagticoke burgh.
ern Federation of Miners and United
i;
at. John's Episcopal church in AlbuThe tuneral .will occur, tomorrow Market steady to weak. Native steers, Indians own 300 acres of land and
Several
minor
Mine Workers of America.
divide
their
leagues
querque, arrived in Las Vegas this af- afternoon at 2:30 o'clock from the $6.809.60; southern steers, $4.25
a
Ave houses, valued at $3,000, besides
season, the team at the top at the
A vote on the suggestion to change
ternoon. Dr. Warren is on a trip over
4.65; Bouthern cows and heifers, $3.25 little personal property. They subsist
home, 906 Third street.
close of the first half of the1 season the name of the organization to the
the state viisting the Episcopal
5.50 native cows and heifers, $3.25 by selling potatoes and other products,
cutting railroad ties and wood and plays the team' winning the sec- International Federation of Miners
tliurches..
8.75; stockers and feeders, J4.25
It you are a housewife you cannot
on neighboring farms. The ond half
for the championship and a decision on the proposal to purAir. and Mrs. W. L. Crocket: of El
or
7.00; bulls, $3.705.50; calves, $4.00 working
reasonably hope to be healthy
reduced to ignorance and pov- of the leatue.
tribe
is
Among the teams-- that chase mines with the surplus funds
wno nave been visuint. in Laa beautiful by washing dishes, sweep8.25; western steers,
$5.258.50 erty as a result of leading shiftless
won
have
all
their
housework
and
day,
,
doing
right to contend fo! and operate them for the benefit of
ing
for
western
the past two weeUs, left tliie
Vegas
cows, $3.256.00.
lives and by intermarriage and mixand crawling Into bed dead tired at
the pennant at the close of the sea- the federation also were scheduled
at
of
event
races.
tures
the
The
attfcrnoon for Denver. They were at
6,000.
Market
Hogs
great
Receipts
night. You must get out into the open
rattlesnake son are: Jacksonville, In the South for today. '
cuuipamea ny uieir daughter, Mrs. C. air and sunlight If you do this every strong to 5 cents higher. Bulk of reservation is the annual
when
the
in
hunt
the
spring,
paleface Atlantic league; Salem, In the Ohio
Harris of Oklahoma.
day and keep your stomach and bow- sales, $7.307.50; heavy, $7.307.45;
all and Pennsylvania
furnishes
the
and
in
Joins
sport
In
Chamberels
order
good
league; Selmaj In
by
taking
;lr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Teeling ar lain Tablet's
packers and butchers,
7.357.50; the whisky antidote needed.
when
needed,
you
the
Southeastern
Old papers tor sale. Optic office.
Cleburne.
league;
rived this afternoon on train No. 1 should become both
pigs,
$6.006.25.
healthy and
from their home in Chicago and will beautiful. For sale by all dealers.
Market
4,000.
Sheep Receipts,
be visitors in Las Vegas several days.
steady to strong. Muttons, J3.50
Mr. Teeling has land Interests in this
FIGHT8 FOR TONIGHT
4.75; lambs, $5.60(3)5.25; range weth
f
Bombardier Wells vs. Tom Kennedy, ers and yearlings,.. $4.005.25; range
section of the new estate.
District Attorney Charles W. G. 10 rounds, at Garden A. C, New York. ewes $2.304.25.
Ward, who returned last night from
business trip to Santa Rosa and
Vaughn, left this afternoon In his a u- tomile for Shoemaker, from which
place he will go to Mora on official
business.
Judge and Mrs. L. S. Kinder, two
daughters, Misses Luclle and Mamie,
Mr. and Mrs. Ware and
daughters,
Misses Helen and Allie, from Pralnview
Tex., came in last evening from the
Valley ranch where they had been for
the past week. They left htsl morning In automobiles for their homes.
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
E. R. Wells, Santa Fe special officer, whojias made his headquarters
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod-- ;
in Las Vegas for many years, has been
net, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
transferred to the Santa Fe coast lines
'
statements.
,
in Los' Angeles! k Mr, Wells left this
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
afternoon on a two months' trip
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
through Colorado and down the Pacific
coast to California. Mr. Wells has the
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
reputation of being a fearless and
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
capable officer and will be missed
good secure repeat orders.
from this division.
What
it
would
have
The
mean
to
to
Stove
This
advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
Thomas F. Keaveney left last night
you
saves Time
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
for New York City where he will visit
heat and dirt banished from your kitchen
It saves Labor
the head offices of the American ToYon are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, bethis summer
to be free from the blazing It saves Fuel
bacco company. Mr. Keaveney, who
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
It saves YOU
range, free from ashes and soot ?
tha employ of the
recently
Made with 1, 2 and 3
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
tobacco company, will be assigned to
burner, handjomcly finmoney in telling others of their goodness'.
ished throughout CabiMichigan, as sales agent, where he
net top, drop helvei,
will work until November, at which
Cook-stov- e
It
to Buy
towel racks, etc
time he will be transferred to some
Free Cook Book with
the
With
western territory. Mr. Keaveney 'has
New Perfection Oven, the New every stove.
k
Perfection Stove is the most complete cooking alto given to anyone lendbeen a resident of Las Vegas for 13
5
device on the market It is just as quick and ing cents to cover mail,
years,' seven years of which he has
ing cost
handy, too, for washing and ironing.
spent traveling for the tobacco company In this state. He was at one
CONTINENTAL
OIL CO.
time manager of the telephone exDenver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
change here and has recently been
,
Boise, Salt Lake City
employed by Earlckson and Sabln.
o

FOR REDUCTION
Always inquire ol us be- -.
fore buying elsewhere as

our prices remain the lowest for the highest class of
ready-to-we-

goods,

ar

Dry

Goods, Shoes and Clothing.

High-Grad-

n

y

Hoffman

&

Graubarth

(The Popular Priced Store)

Phone Mam 104.

k

Texas-Oklahom-

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

HAYWOOD'

OUFFET
OFFICIAL DISPENSER

OF

OLD RIPY WHISKEY
CCCHS

GOLDEN
--

BEER ON

DRAUGHT

All Brands of Bottled Beer

and Bonded Whiskies
Family Trade Solicited
Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
.

Delivered Free.

-

u.;

.

515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck
The Las Vegas Business Men's association will meet at 8 o'clock tonight in the Commercial club rooma
The meeting has been called for the
purpose o electing permanent officers of the association, which has been
under tht 'tate Retailers' association. Completepermanent
organization will be perfected and a
full attendance of the business men
of Greater JLas Vegas is desired. "At
the time of the first meeting of the
association, a large number of the retailers were present, but
it is expected that tonight all of the
business men of the Meadow City
will be In attendance and will affili-at- e
with the organization.

THE POOR SALOON1ST.
Los Angeles, Cal., July 18. If plans
submitted to the city council by the
police commission are enacted Into
law, i.aloons in Los Angeles hereafter
will close at 6 p. m.; It will be a Mis
demeanor to treat your friends, no
salty substance likely to promote
thirst can be served at the free lunch
counter; one drink during lunch
hour will be the limit and the total
number of saloons, in tho cl?y, now
200, will gradually be reduced to 100.
The proposed changes were sub
mitted to the council to be consider
ed In connection with the ordinance
abolishing free lunches. Public hearings will be held and man clubwomen have announced that they will be

i

WHY IT PAYS! TO BUY

ii

mm

M&WERTIBEiS GOODS

i

-

NEW YORK MARKET
closing
The. following were th

alesat the Stock Exchange today:
Amalgamated Copper 83; American
Beet Sugar 128; Atchison 108; Great
Northern 137; New York Central
Read
115; Northern Pacifio 121; Union
110;
Pacific
Southern
165;
Ing
Pacific 167: United States Steeel
70; United States Steel, preferred,
111.

JAIL IS GUARDED.
Craig, Colo., July 18. A strong
guard still is being kept at (he coun

ty jail here to prevent any attempt
by friends to release Charles FranWllalias
ser and William Morgan,
iam Sartelle, who were capture! last
reek after a desperate fight with
losses headed by Sheriff John Led-orNo one without authority is slowed to approach the Jail.
k

J

When a New Perfection Comes

'

in at the Door Heat and Dirt
Fly Out at the Window.

Mew BerSct ion

Oil

Always Pays

Advertised Goods

Cook-Boc-

J

.

...

)
V.

4

BUSINESS

. ,

..DIRECTORY
0,7 EL

CLUTRAL

'MRS.ZR. FLINT, Prop
Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
?ast Las Vegas, JN. M.

advertisement said estray will be sold
CONTEST FOR GOVERNORSHIP
18.
The
by this Board for the benefit of tbe
Jefferson City. Mo., July
Missouri primary campaign, with nom- owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
inations less than a month oft 1 apAlbuquerque, N. M.
On
the
final
the
stages.
proaching
10.
last pub. July 20, '12
vot1st
pub. July
flrat Tuesday of next month the
er of all parties will engage in a
Estray Advertisement
statewide primary for the naming of
is hereby given to whom it
Notice
other
and
for
governor
candidates
concern
that the following de
state officers, Judges of the state may
was taken op by
animal
scribed
estray
courts, members of the legislature,
L. Klnkade, St Vrain, N. M.
numIn
and
congress
representatives
One black horse, 10 or 12
erous county officers. The party lead
nanas.
700
ids.,
ers, the candidates and the newspa- - years,
papers are making their last appeals to
the voters.
In both the leading partlea the bat
tle for the gubernatorial nomination
The republican field
Is the keenest.
consists of John E. Swanger of Milan,
state bank commissioner and former
secretary of state; John C. McKlnley,
of Unionville, former Ueutenant-goer and twice the republican choice for
United States senator; Arthur P. Mur
phy of Rolla, former congressman from
the Sixteenth district; Arthur "W.
Brewster, of Kansas City, and Leon
W. Quick, city treasurer of St Louis,
The democratic field of gubernato
rial aspirants consists of the same
number as the republican. The men
who aspire to head the democratic
ticket are former Congressman Wil
liam S. Cowherd, of Kansas City, the
defeated nominee four years ago; Attorney General Elliot W. Major, of
Bowling Green; David A. Ball of Loui
siana, who claims he was counted out
In Cowherd's favor In 1908; Auguste
H. Bolte of St Louis, former lieuten
ant governor ana james A. Houchlq, a
millionaire contractor, of Jefferson

M BIEHL, Propietor
416 Grand

Ave

Phone Main 447

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles or Hire

A.

Estray Advertisement

li. Lorenzen

Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting
.

DEALER IN

Heavy Hardware and
Wjgon Material

City.

horse with strip in face,
700 lbs, 13 hands.

....

Wit

nual meeting at the mystic hour of 9
on the morning-- of
the ninth, day of
the ninth month. This year, however.
it was .decided to change the time of
LAWTvlOVERS SHARPENED
the meeting from September to mid
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and summer, as It was thought the at
tendance would be much larger.
General Repairing
E. Stringer Boggess
of Clarkea- 520-6t- h
E. Las Vegas
Street
burg, w. Va.. who holds the office cf
Grand Shark of the Universe, la presiding over the meeting.
The sesAuto mobile, Carriaje'&
sions wl last three days and will be
liberally interspersed with excursion
71 GN
trips and other features of entertain
ment
N. 0. HERMAN

H.

C. YOUNG

PA IN TING
Grand Aye

429

Old papers tor sale.

Optio office.

L

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
G. J. Hunhollon, Schroeder,
One sorrel female horse,
6 years, 700 lbs., 13ft hands.

PLAZA HOTEL
INEWLYIRESIODELED
Private Baths andf Lavatories'

To-wi- t:

SteaiHeat

Private Telephones
Hates $2.50'per day and up
AMERICAN PLAN
Special Rates by Week or Month

Tl

On

1

1

right shoulder

TO

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 30, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12

Estr.y Advertisement

Notice is hereby given to whom !t
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
B. C. Terry, Solano, N. M.
One black mare, 650 lb3 ,
13 hands, 3 years.
To-wi- t:

You can reduce tne cost er your
in
living Just half by having our ice
your chest. You will have no spoiled
milk or foods and in case of sickness,
you'll find that our pure--' Ice will be
very beneficIaL Remember, our Ice
ts made from the purest water, it
lear as a crystal, and we give you
accurate weight. Try ns when next
tn need of Ice.
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227
colds are bard to get rid
to astnma

of. and frequently lead

tronchltis, and hay fever. Do not let
your cold get a hold on you, but use
Foley's Honey and Tar uompouna
for oulck relief. W. H. Allen, Chelsea, Wis., says: "W prefer Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound to other
cough medicines because it quickly
cures coughs and colds. It will ward
ff a cold if taken in time." Con
tains no opiates. O.G. Sbaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store.
-

Y V

Estray Advertisement,
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
E. J. 'White, Estancla.
One male colt black, . 2
feet high.
years, 300 lbs., 4
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 30, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance ot this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
To-wi- t:

5

.
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LOBBY RESTAURANT
SHORT ORDERS AND RrCULA

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

OIWNffRS

ALWAYS

CAFF
'
HANDLE

1

1
fi

I

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

1,
t, A. F. A EX DOrtADO LODGE NO.
comKNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS Meet
Regular
munication first and
every Monday er
third Thareday 1 mmk
alog la Castle Hall
month. Visiting broth-er- a
Visiting Knight axe

NO.

LOOQE

A M.

COLUMN

cordially
N. O. Herman, W.

Secretary.

It;

invited

Invited

cordially

Coa.

K. Murray,

E.

Liebsca

1
o
nler, Ch n
Commander.
Harry
Martiu, Keeper
Records and Seal.
1

LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
aaoaaa T
ooaciav
day in each mowth at Ma
u.
sonic Temple at 7:J0 p. m.
Re
Boucher, 8. C; Cbaa. Tamme,
Reg-l4ul-

u

corder.

B.

P. O. ELKS Meets, second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially Invited. P.
D. McElroy, Kxalted Ruler.
Condon, Secretary.

D. W.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. t, ROYAL
eonvoca-ARCH MASON- -!
ATTORN BYK
tion frst Monday In each
TemMaaonle
month at
.HUNKER A HUNKER
p. m. It. H.
ple, at T:
Geo.
H.
Chester A. Huna
Hunker
O.
F.
H.
WUTlama,
P.;
Attorneys at Law.
Blood. Secretary.
New Mex
La Vega.

One sorrel white face
horse 8 years, 500 lbs.
Branded
On left hip
Branded
,
On right hip
OPTIC8 NUMBER, MAIN
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. Z, O. E.
Said animal being unknown to this
PHYSICIAN'S
8 Meet fxit and third rrldayi In
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Maaoai Taatpl. Kra. T. & Boven,
before July 30, 1912, said date being
DR. H. W. HOUF
Worthy Matron; James
Ratledge
10 days after last
appearance of this
1016 Fifth St
Residence
lira.
Worthy
Patron;
George
Tripp,
advertisement, said estray will be sold WANTED At once, capable general
Office 5064 Grand Avenue
Mala 129, 120
Phone
Secretary.
Good
treatin
mountains.
tbe
girl
by this Board for the benefit of the
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main
Grand arena
owner when found.
ment state salary. Mountain View
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p.
M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Ranch, Cowles, N.
To-wi- t:

r

t

Wanted

1st

Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12

L

WANTED Experienced
saleslady.
None but experienced need apply.
Hoffman & Graubarth, Bridge St

a

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
101 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C Hall, on Bouglaa avenue, at
8 o'clock,
Vial ting members
are
cordially welooma. EL EL Gearing,
president; J. T. Bnaler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treaaarer.

4

m.

DKNTISTS
DR. CLIFFORD PLEW, DENTIST

Ettray Advertisement
Successor to
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Dr. E L. Hammond
cot
room
furnished
may concern that the following do WANTED Five
Office 7 Crockett Building.
scribed estray animal was taken np by
tage, must have front and Sleeping
Phone Main 115
AdH. Emerson, Hagerman, N. M.
porch. Good location desired.
Residence Phone Olive 5462.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
dress Optic
One old bay unbroken
Meet
in
the
of
forest
brother
hands high, about 4 years.
horse, 14
love at Woodmen of the Won
WANTED Trained Nurse, would care
Branded
LOCAL TIME CARD
hall, on the second and fourth F
On right shoulder
for Infant for board and room for
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CU,
limited time. No healthseeker, but
Has a scar
EAST BOUND
Consul; O. Laemmle, Clerk. Via)
ho
Miss
Griffiths,
Optic
stranger.
On left hip
I
aiaai
are
Arrive
v
especially
neighbors
lag
tel.
Said animal being unknown to this
1:11 9-- .
:10 p. m.
No.
come and cordially Invited.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
11:10 f. m.
.... 11:06 p m.
No.
before July 30, 1912, said date being
1:25 a.
m
a.
1:15
8
No.
J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 54S,
10 days after last appearance of this
a- 10
1:45
p. m.
No.
I. O. of B. B. Meets
days after last appearance of this
flrat
every
advertisement said estray will he sold advertisement said estray will be sold FOR SALE Household goods. C.
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
this Board for the heneflt of the
WEST BOUND
by this Board for the benefit of the by
rooma of Temple Monteflore at t
McClanahan, 1055 Sixth street.
owner
when
found,.
1:20 p. m.....,..l:S p.
owner when found.
o'clock p. m. Vial tins brothers art No. 1
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
a. m
c:10
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
e:i p.
3
No.
FOR SALE Best residence lots in
invited
Isaae
oordUJly
Appal,
Albuquerque. N. M.
..4:50 p, 'a
p-- m
M.
N.
No. 7....
3 lots corner of Baca and
Albuquerque,
Seo
Charles
the
President;
Greenclay,
city.
1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12
7:00 p. aa
6:35 p. m.
1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12
No. 9
Sixth street facing east at a very
retary.
reasonable price. Inquire Bacharsstray Advertisement
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNSi
Estray Advertisement
ach Bros.
There is more Catarrh la thia secNotice is hereby given to whom it
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
..NO. 804. Meeta second and tow tion of the country than all other dismay concern that the following delast
eases put together, and until theincur-ablmay concern that the following deFOR SALE Piano and household fur.
Thursday In O. R. C. ball. Plonr
to
be
waa
supposed
few
years
scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
building. Visiting member are c
6t
niture. 510 Main street.
Marcellno Sanchez, Los Padlllas, N,
For a great many years docLeopoldo C. Lopez, Casa Salazar, N.
Peter Emenaker, G. tors pronounced it a local disease and
dlally invled.
M.
M.
75c
K., Richard Devlne, F. S.
prescribed local remedies, and by
One black horse, 800 lbs.. WHITE Wyandotte hens, 50c,
One bay horse hind loss
constantly falling to cure with local
and $1.00. Mrs. M. E. Johnson,
14 hands high, 9 years.
it incurable.
white, 6 feet 6 years.
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO treatment pronounced
Kansas.
Humboldt,
Branded
Science has proven Catarrh to be a
Branded
1. Meeta every Monday evening a:
constitutional disease, and therefore
On left hip
On left hip
SPECIAL 100 Buff Rock
JULY
constitutional treatment
their baU on Sixth street All visit requires
Said animal being unknown to this
chicks, $10. Mrs. M. E. Stevens,
Said animal being unknown to this
ing brethren cordially invited to at Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
Ohio,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
tend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.; by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
Humboldt, Kan.
Is the only Constltutionr l cure on the
before July 30, 1912, said date being before
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood market It ia taken Internally in
July 30, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this 10
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer' doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonfnt
days after last appearance of thia
advertisement, said estray will be sold advertisement said estray will be sold
It acts directly on the blood and muC V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
cous surfaces of the system. They
by this Board for the beneft of the by this Board for the benefit of the
offer one hundred dollars for any
FOR RENT Upright piano. Inquire
owner when found.
owner when found.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tnea case It falls to cure. Send for cirEl Dorado hotel.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
day evenings each month, at Wood culars and testimonials.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., Toman hall.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Visiting Brothers cor
. furnished
Two
RENT
FOR
rooms,
O.
ledo,
1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 2fr, 12 1st pub. July 10. last pub. July 20, '12
U
A.
to
attend.
dlally invited
Sold by druggists, 75c
good location. 322 Grand avenue.
E. C. Ward, Set
Adler,
President;
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Phone Olive 6272.
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
retary.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Notice is hereby given to whom it
FOR RENT Three new rooms fur
may concern that the following
may concern that the following denished for light housekeeping. 921
was
taken
animal
up
by scribed estray animal was taken up by
estray
I
RETAIL
'
.
Lincoln.
M. E. Phillips,. Koehler, N. M.
Marcellno Sanchez, Los Padlllas, N.
One roan mare, 700 lbs., M.
Me per 1SS lb.
fcM lbs. or Mora, Each Delivery
FURNISHED room with bath. Ill
6 years, 12 hands high.
25c per MS la.
1,S9t lb, to tfiOt Ita, Eaeh Delivery
One bay horse, 900 lbs.,
four bloek from de
Tenth
street,
Branded
CSS lb, t
SOe per 1SS tba
1,MS Iba, Eaot. Delivery
15 hands high.
pot.
COS lbs
On left hip
6S ttM. t
Eaeh DDvry
40 per 1SS la.
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
Lea Than 6S Iba, Eaeh Delivery
Mo per 1H lb
On left and right shoulder
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
before July 30, 1912, said date being
A
l '
tin loft Mn
and bath, also single rooms excellent
10 days after last appearance of this
918
street
Said animal being unknown to this
location,
Eighth
advertisement said estray will be sold
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
unless claimed by owner on or
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas s
by this Board for the benefit of the Board,
before July 30, 1912, said date being
owner when found.
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
10 days after last appearance of this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Albuquerque, N M,
LOST A red bull, white face, red
1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12 by this Board for the benefit of the
spot around each eye, dehorned.
owner when found.
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Estray Advertisement
On left hip.
N. M,
Albuquerque,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Notify R. E. Hannon, E. Las Vegas.
'12
lBt
20,
last
10,
pub.
pub. July
July
deconcern that .. the
To-wi- t:

pJ

.

.

J

For Sale

.

..:0

e.

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

For Rent

-

PRICES

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

AGUA PUR

COMPANY

Lost

To-wi-

To-wi- t:

'

.1

years,

M.

Branded
On right shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 30, 1912, said date being
following
may
10 days after last
appearance of tills scribed
animal was taken up by
advertisement, said estray will be sold R. B. estray
Schoonmaker, Harvey's Ranch,
by this Board for the benefit of the
Las
East
Vegas, N. M.
owner when found.
One black mare 7 nr 8
CATTLE SANITARY BOAI D.
tbe,
1,000
years,
f
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12
On right shoulder
Branded
Estray Advertisement
On left shoulder
Notice is hereby given tn whom it
Branded
may concern that the following de
On left hip
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Oflmlano Gutierrez, Alameda, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
One white mare, 12 years, Board, unless claimed by owner on or
12 hands.- before July 30, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
Branded
advertisement said estray win be sold
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this by this Board for the benefit ot the
Board, unless claimed by owner on or owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
before July 30, 1912, said date being
Albuquerque, N. M.
before July 2, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this 1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12
1

Summer

Branded
On left hip

10

-- V

,

To-wi-

PETER P.

:

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ij
before July 30, 1912, said date being
Branded
On left thigh
J 10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement said estray will be sold RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERBranded
TISEMENTS
On right hip
by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Five cents per line each ' Insertion.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
M
N.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to line.
Albuquerque,
before July 30, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this 1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12 No ad to occupy leas apace than two
lines. All
advertl menta charged
advertisement, said estray will be sold
will
Advertisement
booked
be
at apace actually set,
Estray
tbe
Board
this
of
for tbe benefit
by
Notice is hereby given to whom !t without regard to number of word
owner when found.
Caah In advance preferred.
that the following
may concern
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
estray animal was taken np by
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, "12 Marcellno Sanchez, Los Padlllas, N.

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
MEET AT ASHEVILLE
CLAY AND
Albuquerque, N. M.
N.
18.
Asheville,
Ashevllle
C, July
flung the banner of the Black Cat to 1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables. the breeze today in honor of the mem
Estray Advertisement
bers of the Concatenated Order of
Good Rifjs & Prompt Service
Is hereby given to whom it
Notice
Hoo-Howho have gathered here from
Phone Main 71 all directions to attend their annual may concern that the following de1202 National Ave
was taken np by
general convention. The membership scribed estray animal
of the order, which is of a fraternal J. H. Head, White Water.
t:
One gray mare 9 years,
and social character, is confined to
'
750 lbs.
those
MACKEL
engaged in the lumber trade or
Branded
the allied industries. Nearly every
HOUSE AND 8I6N PAINTING
On left shoulder
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging section of the United States and CanSaid animal being unknown to this
ada
is
represented.
t
and Glazing.
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
Heretofore It has been the unbroken
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
before July 30, 1912, said date being
custom
of
to
the
order
Old Town
begin Its an 10
61da Plata
,

THE OPTIC

To-wi-

HOO-HO-

HAVENS

,

Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de- V
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Q. J. Munhollon, Schroeder, N. M,
t:
One dun or cream male

To-wi- t:

LAS VEGAS GARAGE

,

THURSDAY, JULY 18, 1912.

VA1 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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v

Reward.

Estray Advertisement

In these days of high coat ot living,
a medicine that gets a man up out
of bed and able to work In a few days
is a valuable and welcome remedy.
John Heath, Michigan Bai. Cal, bad
kidney and bladder trouble, waa
confined to hla bed, unable to turn
without help. "I commenced
using
Branded
Foley Kidney Fills and can truly
On left ribs
say I waa reloleved at once." His exO. O.
worth following.
"to
Said animal being .unknown
this ample Is
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 30, 1912, said date being
before July 12, 1912, said date being
Buy It now. Chamberlain's Colic,
10 days after last appearance of this
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is al
advertisement, said estray will be sold most certain to be needed before the
by this Board for the benefit of the summer 1b over. Buy it now and be
prepared for such an emergency. For
owner when found.
sale by all dealers.

Notice i3 hereby given to whom 11
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Bias Sanchez, Wagon Mound, N. M.
One red cow, partly white
face, 8 years.
To-wi- t:

1st

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12

Tbe Owlc prints an tbe news.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out tnepeople to whom anion; al
the particular thing is worth moat.
That property you want to sell isWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read bf all possible buyers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the Enders of the
best markets!
of those who MIGHT BUY
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0

t

J

1

trvrr
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YOUR TOW!

Whenever Anything For The Good of The Community is Proposed, Get in The Front
Line of The Procession And See That The Project is Brought to a Successful Conclusion.

M PORTAN

A

That You Boost Your Business. You Can do it by Advertising.

THE

u

0

Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willing to join in any scheme that
will be for the benefit and betterment of Las Vegas.
Should you care to supplement your newspaper advertising by the use of circulars
and catalogues The Optic's job department can turn out beautiful work of that variety.
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THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

DOES NOT PUT PRICE BEFORE QUALITY BUT

LOCAL NEWS

A requiem mass for the repose ot
soul of the late Michael Quigley
the
See Van Petten for Insurance.
will be sung tomorrow morning at 7
The Cave Man, or Before a Book o'clock In the Church cj the Immaculate Conception.
was Written.

Tit a dram
it the Opera
GUARANTEES

PRICE AND QUALITY
RIGHT

BE

TO

See window display
Tonight at the lais, a real wtatern
feature, "Blazing the Trail," in two summer felts. Strass".
reels. Admission 10c, children 5c.

Don't forget the big Spanish dance
and free punch at Rosenthal hail Sat
urday night Music constating of piKen ano and drums will be furnished by
Crltes and Guerin. fcrverybody is

of Old Taylor bourbon
Bar.

Furnished rooms.
Mrs.
nedy, 328 Grand avenue.

M.

Our entire line of summer millinery
f
off. Straus.

The social which was to have been
given by the Christian Endeavor soHousehold goods for sale. C. Mc- - ciety of the- - Christian church, has
been postponed Indefinitely on acClanahan, 1055 Sixth street.
count of the death of the pastor, W.
Furnished" rooms for light houso R. Quiggin.'
keeping. T. J. Carvill, 810 Linco'n.
Mrs. Ida Kruse McFarlane's subfor the remainder of her lectures
jects
two
the
a
Trail,"
'Blazing
part are as follows:
Friday, "Russian Literwestern feature. Tonight.at tha lsis.
ature;" Saturday, "Antony and Cleo'
;
The ladies of the Friendship club patra;" Monday, "Moaern Drama;
"Irish
lecThe
Literature.'
will give a bakery sale at Hedgcock's Tuesday,
tures will occur each afternoon at
store, Saturday, at 10 a. m.
4:15 o clock with the - exception of
when Mrs. McFarlane will
Saturday
Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
at 10:30 In the morning.
n In the wood. Direct
speak
from distillery
to you. .At the Lobby, of coarse.
"The Sunset Gun" (Edison). Mr.
"A Railroad Engineer." a thrilling Bannister Merwin, the writer of this
and exciting railroad story. One that picture scores In it another emphatic
It Is a stirring, human and
will interest all. The Browne tonight success.
deeply truthful picture of an old solThere will be a regular meeting of dier's last Memorial Day. There are
Chapman Lodge No. A. F. & A. M village scenes, a parade of veterans
this evening at 7:30. Work in the to the cemetery, and the old soldier's
E. A. degree.
Visiting brethren are dream memories of the war. He
dreams of morning roll call, of battles
cordially invited to be present.
of the sunset gun and pf taps blown
A number of young people gave a over the sleeping soldiers bivouac on
'
surprise party last evening at the the field of battle. Mr. Mark McDer-moplays the old soldier, we almost
home of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Myers,
in celebration of the seventeenth said is the old soldier, so worthily
does he set him forth, lie will win a
birthday of Miss Frances Myers.
host of good friends by this picture.
The funeral services for Michae! As it is, as a player, he stands secQuigley, who died Tuesday evening at ond to none In the estimation of peothe Las Vegas hospital, were held ple who appreciate art and imaginathis morning from the Church of the tion. He has won his reputation
e
Immaculate Conception, Rev. --Father
of romantic roles and on acA. Rabeyrolle, officiating.
Interment count of ability alone. At the Photowas in St Anthony's cemetery.
play tonight
One-Hal-

Purchased at
Honey Back for any Article
Our Store that Does not Prove Satisfactory

I K Ei BA Y IS
THE CASH GROCER

v.'H

tt

I

65C PER QUART

GIANTS

JIANZINALLAS

r

-

WiPER

out-Bid-

QUART

George

Wri. STEARNS
GROCER
COA L

M H..D..,.W

SUOARITE

NUT
HUMP

D.

McDdll,
international
of the Y. M. C. A., with head

secretary
quarters in Chicago was the guest
of the local association at dinner giv
en this noon In the parlors of the L. M.
C. A. building. ' Members of the board
of directois of the Joca! orgwiTfltfon,
Secretary Arthur R. Marwick and As
sistant Secretary Harold D. Young,
were present at the dinner. Following the delicious repast the directors
went into ai business session with Mr.
McDill, who advised them regarding
the work of the Y. M. C. A., In Las
Vegas. The directors present at the
dinner and business meeting were.
George H. Klnkel, William H. Sprin
ger, Clarence Iden, Dr. E. B. Shaw,
J .H. Stearns, M. M. Sundt, D. L.
and H. C. Smith.
Bat-chel-

WHOLESALE ANDrRETAIL

Dollars in Wear or

Cents in Washing
We

Which are you saving
A few cents added to your
laundry hill will be well spent
If you receive In return a service so conscientious and painsT

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

LAS. UEGIC LUiZSEH GO.
Pl4 Town'

Phone Main 150

-

taking that your clothes wear
four times as long.
Soft water, pure soap, careful
employes such service means
a weekly economy on clothes
that quickly "runs Into dollars.
Why not begin this economy
this week? A phone or postal
will bring a wagon to your door
promptly.

The Home of

lie

We Hove

Best of Everything Eatable

Fresh Every Day

PIES COOKIES DOUGHNUTS CAKES
GINGERBREAD
JELLY ROLLS

ALL KIND
LAYER

Laundry

Phone Mtia 61

'

POPPY SEED ROLLS,

pNAMON

617 Dough

Art

HAYWARD

"

33

READY FOR BUSINESS.
The Romero Mining Co. wishes to
announce that they have completed
the installation of machinery for the
concentration of ores In their plant,
and will receive all kinds of ore for
concentration at a very reasonable
price; will give mill run tests on
any quantity desired. The capacity
of the plant is 50 tons of ore per
day. Mill is Bltuated 16 miles from
Las Vegas. The freight rate on ore
per ton from Las Vegas to the mill
Is ?3. Address all communications
to Margarlto Romero, general manager, El Porvenlr, N. M- -

PER CENT DISCOUNT'

1- -3

NOTE THESE PRICES
t

.

$10.00

SUITS. GO

AT

$ G.G7

U12.00

SUITS GO AT

O.00

13.50

SUITS GO AT

O.OO

15. CO

SUITS GO

AT

10.00

1G.GO SUITS GO AT
10.50 SUITS GO AT

11.00

,

20.O0

SUITS GO AT

22.50
25.00

SUITS GO AT

12.35
13.35
15.00

AT

1G.C5

SUITS GO

-

M. GREEN BERG E&

Unit
ID II

'

I
--

I

.

i

FRESH EVERY

NOTICE

Lar Vegas, N. M., July 3, 1912.
To the Teachers of San Miguel Covin
ty:
The San Miguel county institute
will begin on Monday morning the
5th day of August and continue for
four weeks. All teachers desiring to
teach the coming year In any of the
public schools of San Miguel county,
must attend the Institute, to qualify
under the law. San Miguel county
will nesd 30 more teachers this year
than last.
The institute fee will b0 two dol
lars, payable before being enrolled,
All teachers are urged to attend the
full four weeks. The Institute will be
he held in the south school building of

,

i

I

GREAT

i

SUMMER

RU&

i

xii

i

DELTOX

THE

En

:l

FOR PORCH, BED

ROOM

AND PARLOR.

THE GREATEST
IMMsMHIiajHSHMBMHBWMBl

GRASS

FIBERS

ROD HADE

-

In all sizes From 18x36 at 45 cents

'

9xJ2at

TO

'.$9.00

.

rugsund ieep -- Goltharest

Put in one of these

Summer.

J.

Lt'ie
'

JOHNSEN & SON

C.

"Complete Furnishers oi The Home."

V

1

"FORT" CANNED GOODS

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

FOR SALE
Two registered roan
bull
Durham
calves.
John Hartman,
SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
East Las Vegas.
For parties remaining one month or
j
through the season. Address Harvey's
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' office 614 Lincoln avenue.

BOYS SUITS

MEN'S AND

ON

lltrlitbtll

;
if.

p

:e

Finest Quality Fruits and Ve- FieMt0 can
-

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

DAY

:

'

:.

'

QUALITY

BAKERY GOODS

ASK

The Best in The City

01

Noted

PURITY

For

,

-

CLEANLINESS

GRGCERt FOR "FORT" BRAND

Bread, Rulls,

u

CooKies, Pies, CaKes,

Las Vegas.
M. T. DESMARAIS,

Doughnuts,

Every visitor in Las Vegas to call

Fried Cales and

upon us. Bring your friends. Our store
is one ok the show places of Vegas.

Cinnamon Roils

"Those Celery Plants You Sent Me Were Bully."
.

STORE

ROBERT J. TAUPERT

THEY ARE 50c PER 100

ROLLS

You'll Make a Mistake if You Don't Plant Some
DO

THE GRAAF

n

IN ALL CEPARTJ'ENTS

E1G EECLCT10SS

Late yesterday afternoon Probate
Judge Adelaido
Taroya united In
marriage Miss Mary Coleman and
Aeria C. Hepner. The marriage occurred in the office of the probate
Judge in the court house. Mrs. Hepner is the daughter of W. H. Coleman of this city. jlr. Coleman is in
the employ of the Santa Fe railway
as a trainman. M- - Hepner has resided here for some time, being in the
employ of Gross Kelley & Company
and later of the Santa Fe railway.
His bride Is said to be only 16 years
of age, though she ave her age as
18 when applying for a marriage license. Her parents are said to have
been opposed to her marriage because of her youth. They were greatly shocked when they.( learned of the
wedding, as they were unaware of the
plan of the young couple, to be wedded Becretly. An effort was made by
the bride and groom to keep the wed-lln- g
secret, but, like all other secrets, It leaked out. Mr. and Mrs.
Hepner will reside In Las Vegas.

EVERYONE SAYS

AND A FULL LINE OF BAKERS GOODS

CO.

John-Bo-

into custody and obtained the
ring, returning it tq the owner. Johnson claimed that hp had not stolen
the ring, but that he had been wearing It while in the company of Miss
Montoya In Albuquerque and when
he came to the Meadow City ho forgot to return her property. This
seemed a likely story, and as Miss
Montoya did not care to become in
volved in the affair, the case has been
dropped. According to the story told
by Miss Montoya In Albuquerque,
Johnson picked up the ring, while
talking to Miss Montoya and her sis
ter Monday night in front of the Pal
ace hotel and left town soon after
with the sparkler still In his posses

5F

BUNS, PARKER HOUSE ROLLS,

&

Duke City, Chief Ben Coles took

OUR MID SUMMER
SALE IS NOW ON

For the purpose of inspecting the
Enclerro road, which the county proposes to improve in the early futur?,
County Clerk Lorenzo Delgado and
County Commissioners John H. York
and Fidel Ortiz yesterday took, a trip
over that thoroughfare. .They found
many places which need repair and
will so report to the commissioner
when they meet in adjourned session
the latter part ot thla month. The
party also visited the Canon del Agua
road east of town. They found that
Road Commissioner Martinez and his
men have made excellent progress.
Over one mile of the road through, the
Mr. Delcanyon has been completed.
gado says the work done has beeu of
a higher
than that accomplished
by the state gangs, composed of convicts, on the soeeio highway. A visit
also was paid to Secundlno Romero,
who is shearing, his sheep on his
ranch 20 miles east of Laa Vegas. Mr.
Romero has practically . completed
gathering his wool crop, which If excellent. He was surprised to learn of
his nomination as United States mar'
shal, which was made by President
Taft Several days ago. Mr. Romero
expected to complete the shearing
operations today. He will return to
Las Vegas tomorrow.

County School Superintendent

CAKES, LOAF CAKES, ANGEL I BOD CAKES

BREAD

Las Vegas Steam
;

charges filed against James
Johnson, a printer of Albuquerque, by
Miss Lucy Montoya 6f that city, who
claimed that the man had stolen a
diamond ring belonging to her sister,
have been withdrawn, upon the return of the Jewelry., At the direction
Of Chief of Police McMDJin of , the

mid-

sion.

have on hand a complete stock of

SCREEN DQOSS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

The

of new

Sixth
Street

507

DPDDV

BOUCHER

IT TODAY
fiTVJTfiM

SEEDSMEN

&

C OIW

FLORIST-

S-

Phone
Vegas 121

.

li

1

Maker of Uncommon Jewlery.

"The Store of Satisfaction" ,
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

